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DEAR READERS,
Your contacts at LGB:
Silvia Römpp (LGB Club)
and Andreas Schumann
(Product Manager LGB).

I

t’s here: issue number two of the new LGB Depesche. After the first issue appeared,
we were overwhelmed with letters and messages from loyal LGB fans at home and
abroad congratulating us on the ‘resurrection’ and fresh concept of this long-established magazine, well-known to many of you. You told us how much you liked the
new layout and contents and described in great detail your emotional attachment
to the LGB brand. Or to put it in reader Thomas Krieschebuch’s own words: “It’s like
coming home after having a renovation done. A super job!” We thank our readers
most sincerely for their praise and chorus of “Carry on!”. It is all the encouragement
we need, and shows we are on the right track.

Be transported by this LGB Depesche into summer into the glorious LGB garden-land
and glean suggestions and tips for your hobby. For instance, from reader Siegfried Ade’s
large layout, which has melded perfectly with his garden or with background know
ledge about prototype of the uncommon RhB tractor Tm 2/2 91. Enjoy your reading!

SILVIA RÖMPP

ANDREAS SCHUMANN

A little gem: Every
G-gauge fan goes
into raptures over the
model of “Franzburg”
as its running at
the Deutscher
Eisenbahnverein.

PHOTOS: THOMAS JUNGBLUTH, KÖTZLE, LGB

We have put this issue together for you with this in mind. Here you can read all about
the new model of the legendary “Franzburg” and enjoy generous, professionally-produced photographs showing locos and cars in all their wonderful details which make
you want to get hold of them. The first part of our series of articles on upgrading readers’
layouts for digital operations is most warmly recommended to all those interested in
the digital world of Central Station 2. An upgrade is a lot easier than you might think.
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TOP MODEL

The little one
from the Baltic
All the details of the new LGB gem

T

he railroad company Lenz & Co.,
which operated numerous narrow-gauge and branch railroads
mainly in north Germany, had a total
of 38 locomotives of type “i” Pommern
built by Vulcan Maschinenbau AG in
Stettin between 1893 and 1902. One of
was built in 1894 as FKB 4i of the Franzburger Kreisbahn, which ran between
Barth and Ribnitz–Damgarten on the
Baltic. This narrow-gauge line operated
six of these locos, which one could describe as typical narrow-gauge steam
locos: Almost six meters (20') long,
four driving wheels of 800 mm (2'7-1/2")
diameter, some 90 HP output and a top

speed of 30 km/h (19 mph) were their
principal technical details.
In 1939, after the FKB was merged
into the Pommersche Landesbahnen,
this loco received the FKB road number 122, then, in 1950, on the following
takeover by the DR, it was again renumbered; this time loco 4i became 99 5605.
Thereafter, she ran in the typical DR red
and black color scheme.
How robust these little locos were is
seen from the fact that they ran on the
last vestiges of the Franzburger Kreisbahn right up to 1969, when services had
already been abandoned on many sections of the line since 1965. The last secti-

on closed in early 1971 and the entire line
was demolished. Our 99 5605 was withdrawn from service in 1968, and in 1973
she was sold into the federal republic
with two freight cars.
Colorfully painted, she stood in a
leisure park together with the two cars,
and people almost forgot about her. But
that wasn’t to be the end of the story.
Somehow, the loco came to the attention of the DEV (Deutscher EisenbahnVerein e.V. – German Railroad Association), and the trio came to the preserved railroad in Bruchhausen–Vilsen in
1980. Work of restoration soon started
and in mid-1982 following a launching

ceremony the loco was again able to
undertake her first trips since restoration under her own steam. Once more
in her original green and black and
with red wheels and decorated with the
nameplate “Franzburg”, the little loco is
now a real little gem and can be admired – at 121 years of age – at the head of a
train of historic cars.
On the line’s closure, another of the
Franzburger Kreisbahn locos found its
way into the federal republic: 99 5606.
Together with three freight cars, the former FKB 5i was saved from the cutter’s
torch when it was set up as a monument
in 1972 on the one-time LGB factory

site in Saganer Strasse in Nuremberg.
On closure of the factory, the loco was
moved in 2009 to Schwäbisch Gmünd,
where she sits on the garage of Märklin
Managing Director Wolfrad Bächle and
enjoys a magnificent view of the surrounding countryside and indeed has
become one of the local sights (see “Portrait” on page 58).

A model dream is realized
Many LGB enthusiasts have been waiting for years to have the train as displayed on the Nuremberg factory site
in the form of a model. At the 125th an-
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niversary of LGB in 2006, the so-called
“factory train”, consisting of 99 5606, a
car with hinged roof-hatches and two
boxcars, was announced as a forthcoming model. Unfortunately, due to the
confusion in the ensuing years, the project was never realized and the fans had
to go on waiting. Then in 2013 came the
day: LGB presented the model of Franzburg at the International Toy Fair in Nuremberg in two different disguises: One
of them as 99 5606 in the DR era III version, and the other as the preserved loco
“Franzburg”, as she is still running today.
Technically, the loco is based around the
proven four-coupled LGB running gear, ∑

PHOTOS: KÖTZLE, TEXT: ANDREAS SCHUMANN
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fitted with a powerful Bühler motor. Incidentally, this motor
has long been manufactured with ball-bearings, which surely
helps explain its long service life. The loco is equipped with
the new 27-pin interface, so that the new mfx / DCC decoder
55028 can be re-tro-fitted at any time, and there is nothing
standing in the way of digitalization. Space is even provided
for a loudspeaker.
The basic model with interface already includes lighted
lamps and a controllable smoke unit. At the request of many
LGB enthusiasts, this loco – unlike the Saxon IK – is being
equipped with incandescent lamps, since their light better represents that of the old oil lamps than the IK’s LEDs.
The lamps on this type of loco, were a story on their own.

Originally, the locos were fitted with very large lamps, as a rule
as a triple headlight. Later, standard DRG lamps came to be
used, sometimes mixed with other types, so there was no real
hard-and-fast rule as to what lamps these locos should carry.
There is a picture of one of these locos with a large lamp above,
and two small ones below; another one shows a loco with only
one lamp on the back of the cab.
Naturally, the loco will be fitted with the correct wheels
– the first running prototype was fitted with non-authentic
wheels with a different number of spokes and type of balance
weight from the original. A fine, fully-functioning set of rods
completes the running gear. This is manufactured of rather
darker plastic, as on other more recent model steam locos, and

STEAM LOCO LENZ TYPE I “FRANZBURG”

1

3

2
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HIGHLIGHTS
4

Steam locomotive Lenz type i “Franzburg” 20181
1

New tooling with many separately-applied parts

2

Sprung buffers front and rear

3

Engineer’s cab door can be opened, cab
lighting
Smoke generator

4

2

PHOTOS: KÖTZLE, TEXT: ANDREAS SCHUMANN

thus looks much more realistic than the bright silver rods fitted in the past. This is often confirmed by LGB enthusiasts.
Like many new LGB models, Franzburg is also fitted with
sprung buffers, and the prominent rail guards have not been
forgotten either. Noteworthy on the engineer’s cab are firstly
the doors which open, then the separately-applied parts deserve inspection. The same applies to the boiler: Many pipes and
other details, which were earlier part of the casting, are now
separately applied. On LGB models, these things are important
to railroaders too.
The differences between the preserved “Franzburg”, as she
is today, and the DR version as 99 5604 in era III, were also allowed for at design stage: It was ensured that she could be ∑
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produced with triple headlights (as on the preserved loco) as
well as with twin headlights (as on the DR version as 99 5604).
Other tiny details such as the number plate on the smokebox
door were also taken into account. Applying these differences wasn’t always easy for the designers. The DEV still has
Franzburg, and the former ‘factory train’ loco still exists, but
the others have all long since been cut up. Due to a number of
modifications during their long service lives, each loco was a
tiny bit different.
Even so, a solution was found to all the problems. Once the
design drawings were completed, today of course as a 3D-CAD
design, it was time to start on designing the tools – above all,
the plastic injection molds. Although the Franzburg is a
relatively small loco, with the large LGB parts
this is time and again still a challenge.
The molds are pretty heavy and test
molding takes up quite a lot of time.
Certain parts of the molds need to be
cooled, and other parts require to be heated and this is naturally more complicated in a large mold than in a small one.
The point is that if these parts of the mold
are not at the precise temperature required, the plastic parts will distort after removal, and then they cannot be used.
Once all the tools were complete, a
running prototype was assembled and
running tests, haulage tests and the
necessary electrical measurements were
carried out. All was in order; series pro-

CAR SET DEV MUSEUM TRAIN 43390

duction could start and the first locos from series production
were on show at the Nuremberg International Toy Fair 2015.
They are now available at retailers, with item number 20180
for the black and red 99 5604, and number 20181 for the green
preserved loco “Franzburg”.
But a stunning model like this has to be presented in a suitable scenario. So the model will again be presented in the context of the DEV’s running days in Bruchhausen–Vilsen at Whitsun 2015, which will give everyone the unique opportunity to see
and photograph the original and model side by side. A little bit
extra: To accompany this year’s production series of 20181 there
will be a voucher for a trip on the preserved line plus a timetable brochure. Every LGB fan should take advantage of this
opportunity and certainly should not miss such a
great festival.

Seven cars for Franzburg
Last but not least: LGB hasn’t forgotten to
provide matching cars for these two locos
either. For the German State Railroad machine (20180), there is a set of cars (39079)
of three passenger cars, and for 20181 a
set of two passenger cars and two swiveling bolster flat cars, as still in service on
the preserved line. The LGB enthusiasts
can thus run these locos with authentic
trains on their layouts straight away and
bring back the relaxed times of the narrow-gauge country railroad...
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ROLL-OUT OF THE LGB FRANZBURG IN BRUCHHAUSEN-VILSEN
Great celebration for model and prototype at Whitsun

Great celebrations with roll-out of the large and small
“Franzburg”, special train with photo halts and a run-past
and gratis seat reservation for Club members.

23 May 2015 in Bruchhausen-Vilsen station.
The various LGB models based on DEV prototypes will
be on display there on a DEV flat car from 11 am. Andreas
Schumann, LGB Product Manager will be there to chat and
to answer questions. The official roll-out of LGB’s FRANZBURG with its full-size prototype is scheduled for 12 o’clock.
Take the chance of comparing the new LGB model with her
121-years older sister on the spot!
Afterwards, the DEV is offering trips in the engineer’s cab
on Franzburg. In addition, there will be a guided tour of the
station and sheds in Bruchhausen-Vilsen from 13:00 h. Here
you can discover further treasures of the DEV. These are
sure to include one or more vehicles from your own garden railroad collection. Then at 14:47 h the special train, in
charge of Franzburg, will set off from Bruchhausen-Vilsen
to Asendorf and return. The train will include of former and
current LGB prototype cars, and two cars typical of the
Franzburger Kreisbahnen. A number of photo halts and a
run-past are scheduled.
Since the train only has limited accommodation, reservation of seats is essential and travel tickets and seat reservations can be obtained from the ticket office in Bruchhausen-Vilsen. Members of the LGB Club and the Märklin
Insider Club obtain seat reservations free of charge on presenting their Club card. A ticket from Bruchhausen-Vilsen
to Asendorf and back costs 9.- euro.
The LGB team, the DEV and the co-sponsors from
“volldampf”, the garden railroad magazine, look forward to
seeing you.

HIGHLIGHTS

Car set DEV museum train, era IV, 43390
1

Two passenger cars and two swiveling cradle flat cars

2

Prototypically painted and lettered

3

Doors on the passenger cars can be opened

4

Train length 126 cm (49-5/8")

PHOTOS: LGB, KÖTZLE, TEXT: ANDREAS SCHUMANN

LGB started delivering the steam locomotive Franzburg in
February this year. In future, together with further models of
the first German railroad association in Bruchhausen-Vilsen,
Franzburg will be enhancing the LGB garden railroad range.
LGB will be using delivery of Franzburg to hold a roll-out
at its prototype’s home in Bruchhausen-Vilsen. In cooperation with the DEV and the garden railroad magazine
“volldampf”, an exciting program has been assembled for
the roll-out at Whitsun weekend in May. On these days, LGB
fans will be able to see not only Franzburg in service live.
Many other vehicles too, such as “Spreewald” or the familiar
mixed use car will be awaiting a visit from the LGB community. The big occasion for Franzburg will be on Saturday,
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TOP LAYOUT

Greenery
I

n Siegfried Ade’s garden, four stations, four metal bridges, a viaduct,
25 houses, 26 turnouts and 90 meters
(295') of LGB track join with a Nordmann fir, a mirabelle plum tree, bushes,
a play meadow, a vegetable patch and
kitchen herbs to create a harmonious
ensemble. The idea pursued by Siegfried
Ade right from the start was to have a
garden railroad, kitchen garden, play
garden and flower garden side by side
with equal priority when he started to
construct his LGB layout in 1980 behind
his newly-built house. That was when
he completed almost all the track, which
extends virtually right round the garden, but nonetheless leaves ample room
for other use.
He left the old trees undisturbed and
neither did he attempt to level out the
slight slope on his plot. In 1995, Siegfried Ade extended his layout by adding
a large hill of natural stones. Small box
trees, a ruined castle, a hillside chapel
and mountain chalets were also added
then. In the interior of the hill he laid
tracks in the form of a double arc and
extended them to form a staging yard
which accommodates up to seven trains.
He then rebuilt the station Bergün, which

TOP LAYOUT 13

was situated at the end of the garden
directly beside the hill. He raised it a
little and relocated the turnouts to give
more space to trains waiting to continue
their journey. Today, the largest station
in Siegfried Ade’s station allows hectic traffic in both directions on its five
through tracks. A garden railroader gave
him the tip all those years ago to extend
the tracks so that even the longest train
consist he ran would be able to stop at
the station. Now, the generously-dimensioned station area measures almost six
meters (20').

Bergün station has space for the longest
trains
Even a Ge 4/4 II with five express train
passenger cars has plenty of room to
call at the station without restricting
other rail traffic. The station area, with
its five through tracks, the stabling road
and the loco depot, station buildings,
platforms and color-light signals is, despite its space-consuming dimensions,
a layout component which fits in to the
Walheim garden in a most harmonious
manner.
From Bergün station, trains start their

journey either over a small, home-made
bridge into the large tunnel in the hill,
or they run past the Nordmann fir in
the direction of the mountain station at
Susch. This trip takes them over a homecast concrete viaduct two meters (6'6")
long which has gathered so much patina
over the course of years that it’s almost
impossible to distinguish it from its surface from the many natural stones Ade
used for designing his mountain scenery
in the garden.
The train now runs through a small
tunnel past box trees, flowers and natural stone slabs to the little mountain
station of Susch, where a large number
of passengers patiently await their connecting train. The track continues along
the hillside, passing the mill and the
mountain lake before snaking its way
under the viaduct and then dropping
down to the station at Wiesen, which is
partially concealed alongside the house.
Siegfried Ade laid the tracks on a
foundation of about 10 cm (4") of concrete. Today, the tracks are bolted down,
with several sections ballasted. Moss is
growing in a number of places, and this
lends the layout an even more natural
look. The slopes by the track are secured

with natural stone. Rocks which Ade either found in his own neighborhood or
found when hiking in Switzerland and
brought back home to Walheim.
The layout was entirely digitalized
in 2000, and to guarantee a stable power supply, he soldered the cable tags between the tracks. The layout is divided
into four power circuits and each one
is fed by an 8-amp transformer. Each of
these is capable of keeping three two-engined locos and their respective passenger or freight cars moving on the sections they control. There is even enough
power in hand for the long section with
the four percent incline from the house
to the hill tunnel at the other end of the
garden.
The long incline, which runs parallel to the paved path all the way to the
kitchen garden, demonstrates how naturally the garden railroad and use of the
garden itself go together. The tracks run
alongside the path and partly in a tunnel
beneath the paving stones.
A harmonic togetherness, in the truest
sense of the word. There are 25 houses located next to the railroad. Most of
them Siegfried Ade built himself from
Pola building kits. Some of them have∑

PHOTOS: KÖTZLE, TEXT: ARNULF SCHÄFER

In the garden of Siegfried Ade,
garden railroad and the plant
world unite to create a
harmonious whole.
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Hustle and bustle: Passengers at the large station of Bergün
await the arrival of the Allegra. This takes them through the
long hill tunnel to Nestheim station.

Plenty to see: In the RhB observation car, tourists enjoy the trip
through the varied mountain scenery around Susch station.

Natural togetherness: Garden railroad and rockery simply
belong together. Even the concrete base under the tracks has
become part of the garden over the years.

already been standing in his garden
for 35 years. He appreciates his houses
as much now as he did then. “They are
stable and extremely robust. Even snow
means nothing to them”. Over the years,
all that has happened is little pieces like

Many of the houses have already spent
35 years by the railroad.
aerials and pipes have broken. Initially,
his experience with the old Pola locomotive depot wasn’t all positive. “The roof

was never really watertight. Rain was
always getting in”. The experienced garden railroader replaced the original with
one he made himself of sheet metal and
since then the depot has been dry. Most
of the houses are left outside through
the winter, but he does remove some of
them in the winter months to take them
to exhibitions put on by his model railroad club. “The houses suffer more damage in transport and at exhibitions than
they ever do in the garden”, he observes
thoughtfully.

In his garden railroad scenery, Siegfried Ade relies largely on Swiss motifs,
as he does with his rolling stock. He has
35 locos and some 60 cars. Half of them
are freight cars, and most of the locos
and cars are models of the Rhaetian
Railway. This Swiss narrow-gauge line
captivated Ade fight from the start so
it’s no wonder that he likes to model his
train consists on prototype practice on
the Rhaetian Railway. That’s why there
are also mixed trains running on his railroad – trains with both passenger and
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Long service: Siegfried Ade built the metal lattice girder
bridge over 30 years ago. It is as stable today as it was
then.

freight cars – which is common practice
on Swiss mountain railroads. Ade himself made the bridges on his layout many
years ago. Down below is a girder bridge
of metal, which he designed around the
height of steam locos. Unfortunately,
electric locos with their pantographs
raised have a problem with clearance
height here, so they always run with
pantographs lowered. The five railroad
bridges have been in service for many
years. Naturally they have weathered
over the years, but they are still as sta-

“Running trains
in both directions
is always exciting,
and rail traffic
looks far more
natural like that”

Natural bottleneck: The mountain line only
has one place to cross traffic in the other
direction: at Susch station.

ble now as they were then. Ade can run
ten trains simultaneously on his layout,
with two of them running in the opposite direction to the other eight. “Running trains in both directions is always
exciting both for the operator and for
the onlooker”, explains Ade, “and in addition the railroad traffic is much more
realistic”. On his layout, Ade only uses
curve radii R2 and R3. Long curved turnouts with radii R3 and R5 are also used so
that trains with longer cars can do their
tours without difficulty. ∑

PHOTOS: KÖTZLE, TEXT: ARNULF SCHÄFER

Attractive trip uphill: The Ge 2/4 electric with its tank cars passes
the little chapel. Then we cross the viaduct heading for the mountain
station Susch.
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LAYOUT IMPRESSIONS
Siegfried Ade’s achieves something seldom seen:
It looks to belong where it is; it is anything but an
intrusive foreign body in the garden environment.
Such an achievement is likely to remain a dream
for most G-gauge fans. Ade appears to have two
great secrets: persistence and patience.
1 The viaduct, two meters long, is the longest
bridge in Siegfried Ade’s garden. He cast the
arched bridge 35 years ago in concrete with the
aid of silicone molds and made the railings from
metal bars. In the last 35 years, wind and weather have worked on the bridge and weathered it
naturally.
2 The little mountain station of Susch, located
at the tip of the highland plateau, doesn’t have
much space for long trains, but there still lots of
passengers waiting for their connecting train to
Bergün. Susch has two tracks for rail traffic. The
little mountain landscape around the station is
made of rocks, earth and little box trees. Together with the track base of concrete ground cover
plants and moss, these have long become an
inseparable unit.
3 Bergün station, with its five through tracks, is
the hub of the train traffic. Something is always
happening here. The track layout is almost six
meters long, so that even long trains have plenty
of room. The color-light signals are installed facing both ways, as trains leave the station in both
directions. A stabling siding and a loco depot
gives extra space to store the rolling stock.

4 At first glance, the hill is a rockery with a
ruined castle, a chapel, a wayside inn and a few
mountain huts. Real rocks from Switzerland, little
box trees and ground-cover plants from Swabia
blend into a wild naturalness. It’s just the two
tunnel entrances which give away its function
for the garden railroad. Inside the hill, there are
tracks laid in the form of a double arc, and this is
the Ade railroad’s staging yard.

5 A Ge 4/4 II “100 Jahre Bernina-Bahn” leaves
the storage sidings in the cellar of the house
through a hatch to set off on its journey through
the garden landscape. Siegfried Ade incorporated the connecting tunnel into the designs for his
house. Before the Ge 4/4 II sets off on its way,
it passes the dilapidated loco shed which was
formerly attached to Nestheim station.

PHOTOS: KÖTZLE, TEXT: ARNULF SCHÄFER

6 Prepare the engine for service: The old Pola
loco depot has now been in service for over
30 years. In that time, all Siegfried Ade has had
to do is renew the roof, as it was letting in rain.
Today, the loco depot provides a dry shelter for
steam locos such as the G 3/4 ‘Heidi’. The old
track bed has become well covered with moss
over the years. Axles stored in the open alongside the shed gradually rust.
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A veritable idyll with Rhaetian flavor

Simply stunning: Snorting, the old Heidi leaves the
shortest of the Ade railroad’s four tunnels.
Secluded spot: The mountain lake above Susch station
is an ideal spot to relax. There’s a good view of the rail
traffic from there.

Slow climb: The Ge 2/4 electric loco slowly winds its way uphill with
its train of tank cars. Past rocks and little box trees.

As darkness starts to fall, the Ade
railroad develops a special charm of its
own. Lights go on in the houses and stations. Little lamps illuminate the platforms and the color-light signals make

It gets romantic in the twilight
their own marks in the garden. As soon
as the locos and the illuminated passenger cars start running, it’s all romance.
Ade has installed lighting in his passenger cars and equipped them with figures

too. “This is the only way it all looks really real”. The signals have been installed
facing in both directions, not only because his trains run both ways, but also
for optical reasons, as he concedes. As
he also admits, the color-light signals
actually have no effect on the running of
trains. But not for much longer; at least
this year he intends to digitalize the
semaphore signals at Nestheim station
and integrate them into the train controls, as he says. The sprightly 74-yearold pensioner has other plans for this

year too. Naturally he will be railing his
trains almost every day this year as well,
to do their rounds in the garden behind
his house with its little LGB shop. Several years ago, Siegfried Ade in fact turned
his hobby into an extra job when he set
up a small shop and a workshop in Walheim, near Stuttgart. He had known his
way around LGB, garden railroads and
railway technology for many years. It’s
now 40 years since he first came into
contact with LGB and found out how
one can handle stress.
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TRACK PLAN

Layout description

1

Start of viaduct

V

End of viaduct

2

Kitchen garden

Building commenced:
Track length:
Running operations:
Turnout controls:
Number of turnouts:
Power circuits:
Bridges:
Longest bridge:

3

1980
90 meters (295')
digital
digital
26
4
5
viaduct, two
meters (6’6”) long

Tunnels:
Stations:
Special features:

4
4
perfect natural
integration in the
garden

4

6
From here the tracks
(blue) lead into the hill

1

Schönweiler station

2

Mill

Height of track
in centimeters

3

Susch station

4

Nestheim station
(überdacht)

+ 60

5

Wiesen station

0

6

House with
storage sidings

+ 30

From here the lines run
into the hill

Ruined castle

V

Viaduct

PHOTOS: KÖTZLE, TEXT: ARNULF SCHÄFER
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Here’s to the
work cars!
They saw service at many RhB stations: the class 2/2 tractors. LGB
produces the “Master switcher and road-runner”
In 2015 for the first time with sound function

PROTOTYPE: THE RHB TRACTOR LOCOMOTIVE TM 2/2 91 21
with extensive sound functions and
thus can replicate truly realistic switcher trips. This impression is enhanced by
a number of different lighting functions.
Along with the Rhaetian Railway’s Gea
2/4 electric loco rebuilt to a center-cab
arrangement (the “flat-iron” – item No.
24440), two RhB small switcher locomotives are to be released this year by LGB.
The Gea model, 38 cm (15") long, has a
powerful Bühler motor, MTS decoder,
catenary, two multi-purpose sockets, a
voltage limiting system and cab doors
that can be opened.

T

his is one of the most remarkable LGB new products for 2015:
The little two-axle loco, which to
the railroad uninitiated probably looks
at first glance more like a workshop car
than something they would immediately
recognize as a “Locomotive”. But the yellowish-orange-painted G-gauge model
with the red lettering “Rhätische Bahn
91” really is a locomotive – more accurately a ‘small locomotive’ or rail tractor.
The prototype of the narrow-gauge traction unit, as “Tm 2/2 91”, was in service

with the Rhaetian Railway (RhB) for almost half-a-century, and was primarily
used as a switching loco. However, the
Swiss tend to speak of “maneuvering”
rather than switching.
Under LGB item number 22412, the
era V loco is scheduled to be with retailers in the third quarter of 2015. In
the model, 24 cm (9-7/16") long over buffers, apart from a powerful Bühler motor, there is of course a digital decoder.
Special highlight: Tm 91 is the first LGB
tractor which has also been equipped

The prototype for the new loco model Tm
2/2 91 was placed in service by the Rhaetian Railway in 1959 with road number 91. On several Swiss railways, the
abbreviation “Tm” is used for tractors
with internal combustion engines – i.e.,
diesel or gasoline motor. On these small
switcher locos, a two-axle arrangement
is standard, so the driven axle ratio ‘2/2’
is often in very small lettering or sometimes even left out altogether. On the
new LGB model, the lettering “Rhätische
Bahn 91” is reproduced prototypically in
large red characters, while the “Tm 2/2”
appears in small black lettering. In locomotive stock lists and general descriptions, you frequently only find the road
number alongside the “Tm”.
Tm 91 was built by the company
Robert Aebi & Co (RACO) under works
number 1546 in the first half of 1959.
The company was at that time based in
Zurich, and its designers were able to
make use of a number of important assemblies like the frames and cab which
had been used successfully on the predecessor series, numbered from 56 to 67
(see box on page 23). Incidentally, postwar and in the years of the economic
miracle, RACO together with the Schweizerische Lokomotiv- und Maschinenfabrik (SLM) had produced the majority of Swiss switching locos and tractors.
The Rhaetian Railway bought Tm 91
for 75,200 Swiss francs and put her into
service on 5 June 1959. The tractor, 5.04 m
(16'6") long over buffers, has a wheelbase
of 2.50 m (8'2-1/2") and is 2.64 m (8'8")
wide without handrails. Its tare weight
is exactly ten tonnes and total payload is
given as two tonnes; other sources quote
a weight in working order of 10.9 tonnes
and a payload of one tonne. In the mid1980s (dates quoted range from 1985 to
1987), the service tractor, which was delivered in oxide red, was repainted and ∑

PHOTOS: MANFRED MOELDNER TEXT: ROLAND BISCHOFF

In service since 1959
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RHB TM 2/2 HISTORY

The RhB Tm 2/2 of era III

The RhB procured various versions of the type Tm 2/2 station tractor. The basic stock was
formed of twelve almost identical
era III vehicles built in four small
lots by RACO and SLM in 1957 to
1969. Technically, they were similar to the SBB standard gauge
type II tractors.
The RhB narrow gauge Tm 2/2s
were initially given the road numbers 56 to 67. These were admittedly not in chronological order,
but were allocated to the small
series. Vehicles of a new series
were given a serial number lower
than that of tractors of the previous series. Not until 1988 was this
system of numbering abandoned
and the twelve vehicles were renumbered: The first tractor of 13
July 1957 became Tm 2/2 15; the

last one, of 9 December 1969, became Tm 2/2 26.
The diesel tractors, 5.06 m (16'71/4") long over buffers and 2.64 m
(8'8") wide, have a four-speed
gearbox with chain drive to both
axles and according to series
have an output of either 50 or
55 HP, or 37 or 41 kW. Weighing
around nine tonnes, they are designed for a service speed of 30
km/h (19 mph). As delivered, they
were all oxide red with yellow lettering. With the RhB facelift at
the start of the 1980s, they were
all repainted into the standard
switcher loco color of RAL 2009
- traffic orange.
In 1988, the RhB Landquart workshops began re-motorizing the
twelve tractors. In place of the
original Saurer diesel motors,

they were fitted with new Cummins units of 62 kW (84 HP), and
the exhaust muffler was relocated on the engineer’s cab roof.
The vehicles – all with an open
load area – were in service as station tractors at various stations,
as well as on works trains right
across the RhB network. The RhB
withdrew seven of these tractors
from service between 2007 and
2010. Still in service are those in
Schiers, Tm 16 (ex 65), in Küblis
Tm 20 (ex 63), in Reichenau Tm 22
(ex 58), in Disentis Tm 25 (ex 61)
and in Surava Tm 26 (ex 56).
LGB introduced a model of tractor
Tm 2/2 17 (ex 66) in era IV guise
under item number 21410 in 2011,
and now we can look forward to
the model of the rare prototype
Tm 91.

Built at the same time as the station tractors Tm 2/2 56 to 67, Tm 91 and 92 are in many respects similar in design, but they
have a different transmission system. A hydraulic gearbox with oil pump and oil motor following the diesel motor permit
jerk-free power transmission and reversal without switching – almost like on the model.

The rail tractors
Tm 2/2 91 and 92
were designed for
mixed use either
as switchers or as
rail tractors. Their
extended roof
compared with the
station tractors
also built by RACO
protects loads of
building material
from the changeable alpine weather.
This predestined
them to become
real packhorses
(see also right).
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since then has been running in bright
yellow. Drive is by a diesel motor from
the legendary Saurer company, which
has since given up its diesel motor business. The 4-cylinder in-line type C 415 D
motor has an output of 65 HP or 48 kW.
This is a substantial increase on the
tractors in the previous series, which
only had an output of 50 or 55 HP.

The “Hydro-Titan drive”

The two-speed gearing on Tm 2/2 91 can only be changed at a stand. Even so, speeds
of 40 km/h (25 mph) when working and 55 km/h (34 mph) when being hauled are
permitted. Maximum permitted switching speed is 23 km/h (14 mph) – presumably in
first gear. But if you want to switch, you probably know that already.

and the longer side walls, which make
it look a bit like a boxcar. The enclosed
load surface protects building materials
and tools from the weather, above all in
winter. However, Tm 91 isn’t the only one
with such conspicuous looks. Its twin
brother Tm 92 has a similarly striking enclosed superstructure. The two vehicles

are the same age, have the same motors
and are otherwise almost identical too.
The biggest difference is in the electrics:
On Tm 91, the battery voltage is 24 V;
on Tm 92, it is 12 V. In addition, Tm 92
– which has RACO works number 1547
– was fitted in 1986 with lockable roller
shutters, and it was then able to be used
by the Chur wiring section.
Both vehicles were able to run on the
entire RhB network, but in practice, they
were most often to be seen on the Albula
line. Their service on the Rhaetian Railway lasted nearly half-a-century, until
at the end of April 2006, Tm 91 was sold
to the Furka Bergstrecke Steam Railway
(DFB). Exactly a year later, Tm 92 followed in its footsteps. “The tractor is running perfectly and to our complete satisfaction”, said the RhB staff newsletter
“Inforetica” when the transfer had been
successfully completed. In spring 2010,
Tm 92 was even to enjoy a spell of service
abroad, when it was temporarily hired to
Greece. Today, both tractors on the DFB
are generally in the Realp (Tm 91) and
Gletsch (Tm 92) areas for switching work
and material transshipment – and they
are still wearing their striking yellow
RhB outfits and the red road numbers.

PHOTOS: WOLFGANG FINKE, MANFRED MÖLDNER; TEXT: ROLAND BISCHOFF

The major difference however is in the
power transmission from motor to gearbox. Instead of mechanical, this in Tm
91 is hydraulic using what is known as
a Hydro-Titan drive. This type of diesel-hydraulic drive is often found in locomotives and ships. Instead of using
a jerky clutch, the power generated is
transmitted slowly and in a controlled
manner through a hydrodynamic torque
converter. In Tm 91 the torque is then fed
into a mechanical two-speed gearbox,
which has a chain drive to the two axles. The gearing admittedly can only be
changed when the loco is at rest, so the
engineer has to decide in advance which
gear is more appropriate for the maneuver in hand, whether switching or approaching a site of work. The adhesion
loco’s four driving wheels have a diameter of 750 mm (2'5-1/2") and the loco has
a top speed of 40 km/h (25 mph). The rail
tractor has two braking systems: One a
mechanical counterbalanced brake and
one a hydraulic brake for switching operations.
From a distance Tm 91 can be differentiated from earlier series of Tm
2/2 tractors due to its extended roof
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Summit meeting

Line centenaries and 125th company anniversary: The Rhaetian
Railway celebrated appropriately. LGB joins the celebrations and
brings you the current anniversary locos from the completely
refurbished class Ge 4/4 II.

T

he first section of the LandquartDavos narrow-gauge railroad between Landquart and Klosters
opened on 9 October 1889. In accordance
with the good old Swiss tradition and
well-known Swiss generosity, three years
previously all the communities of the
Prättigau and the citizens of Davos had
given their assent in a referendum to the
plans of Dutchman Willem Jan Holsboer to the construction of a railroad.
And generosity was indeed required,
since they were to provide the necessary

building materials and also subsidize
the project to the tune of 500,000 Swiss
francs. Even in those days, arguments
such as the promotion of tourist traffic
and faster traveling times for perishable
goods were persuasive. Today, 1889 is
deemed the birthday of the Rhaetian Railway. Its unique, 384 kilometer (239 miles)
network in the Swiss mountains is today
heavily used in passenger traffic. In 2014,
the 125th anniversary was celebrated
and celebrations were an enormous
high-visibility public relations success.

One of the Rhaetian ‘pack-horses’ of the
Ge 4/4 II classes of electric locos (road
number 623) was decked out with an
all-over special paint scheme proudly
proclaiming: “Rhätische Bahn 1889-2014
– 125 Jahre faszinierend unterwegs”.
And that too followed a great tradition,
since the Rhaetian Railway had already
celebrated three ‘lesser’ anniversaries in
2010, 2012 and 2013. In 2010, the Bernina line from St. Moritz to Tirano was 100
years old; in 2012 came the centenary of
the Surselva line, connecting Chur and

Disentis/Mustér and in 2013 respects
were paid to the RhB line from Bever to
Scuol-Tarasp, electrified right from the
start, on its centenary. The celebration
liveries were carried by Ge 4/4 II locomotives 619 (Bernina), 630 (Surselva) and
620 (Bever-Scuol). LGB, as a specialist
for painting as painstaking as it is authentic, followed these anniversaries
from the beginning with suitably decorated models. Ge 4/4 II 619 “Samedan”
with the Bernina anniversary painting
(28435) arrived at the retailers in 2010.
Number 630 “Trun” (28437), with its
striking green-painted sides, has been
available since 2014 and the remaining
two anniversary locos will be available
at your retailers later this year, together with the modifications applied to the
prototypes in recent years. The brandnew models have been completely reworked and are as close to the originals
as possible. What that meant in terms
of detail work is described on the next
page. This concerns 620 “Zernez”, with

“Fascination on
the journey”:
The Rhaetian
Railway’s
anniversary
slogan also applies
to G gauge

its brown and orange sides (28438) and
623 “Bonaduz” for the major RhB celebrations with sky blue alpine special
paintwork (28439). All three locos, 57 cm
(22-7/16") long, are equipped with mfx/
DCC decoders and have a wide variety of
sound functions. These extend from the
sound of the traction motors, compressor, whistle, blower and squealing brakes
to on-train and station announcements.
The triple headlights change ends and the
pantographs are raised and lowered according to direction of travel. The equipment includes cab lighting, general-purpose sockets, traction tires, and cab doors
that can be opened and two powerful
Bühler motors drive all axles.
The Ge 4/4 II was bought by the Rhaetian Railway to replace the outdated crocodiles. They represented great strides in
the Alpine snow and fulfilled all that was
asked of them. Wait and see – there was
yet another anniversary in December
2014: the Chur-Arosa centenary. Will there
soon be yet another anniversary loco?

PHOTOS: KÖTZLE, TEXT: ALEXANDER STROBEL
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RHB GE 4/4 II

Current modifications and delivery 2014

Completely reworked:
This is new on the
LGB RhB Ge 4/4 II
The major refit program in 2004
brought a number of externally-visible
modifications to the entire prototype
class. LGB followed suit and presented a completely reworked Ge 4/4 II
to the customary high detailing standard (see right). Alterations included flush windows to the engineer’s
cab and machine room, a light green
engineer’s position decor, grab rails
color-matched to the body shell and
covers for the UIC jumper connections.

1

Radio aerial above the engineer’s
positions

2

Rear mirror applied to the
engineer’s sides of the loco

3

New multiple-traction sockets on
the ends

4

Pantographs with three wiper
strips

4

2

1

3

Rhaetian Railway 125th anniversary: The Ge 4/4 II number 623 (28439) carries not only the anniversary color scheme but since
being placed in service also the community name “Bonaduz”, in the Imboden district. The 125 years are counted from the inauguration of the first section of the Landquart-Klosters line as far as Davos in 1889. This section runs from Landquart, at 523 meters
(1716') up to Klosters Platz, at 1190 meters (3904'). From Landquart to Klosters, in 32 kilometers (20 miles) the line has four
tunnels totaling 2163 meters (7096') and three bridges totaling 222 meters (728').

RhB anniversary lines

Anniversary 2014: Landquart-Klosters

Landquart
Klosters
Disentis
Bevers

Tirano
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Road number 630 (28437): This Ge 4/4 II is named “Trun”, appropriately enough a community in the Surselva region, in which
Disentis is also located. The centenary line Chur-Disentis, or Cuera-Mustér as it is known in Rhaeto-romanic, is thus also known
as the Surselva line. Prototype and model are each lettered on one side in German and on the other in Rhaeto-romanic. In 58
kilometers (36 miles) from Chur to Disentis, the line climbs about 550 meters (1800') to 1129 meters (3700'). It negotiates seven
tunnels with a total length of 1400 meters (4593') and twelve bridges totaling 1092 meters (3582').

With the centenary of the line between Bever and Scuol-Tarasp, the Rhaetian Railway also celebrated the first of its lines which
was completely electrified right from the start. Loco number 620 carries the name of the town of “Zernez”, which lies more or
less half way between Bever and Scuol-Tarasp. They are 50 km apart (31 miles), and 424 meters (1391') in height divide Scuol
from Bever. The line has 20 tunnels totaling 7.3 kilometers (4.5 miles) and 12 bridges totaling more than 1000 meters (0.62 miles)
in length. The LGB model (28437), like the RhB anniversary loco, is one of the completely reworked Ge 4/4 II’s.

Anniversary 2013:
Bever-Scuol-Tarasp

Anniversary 2010: Bernina

Anniversary 2012: Disentis-Chur
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READERS’ QUESTIONS

Why is the signature of Wolfgang Richter decorating “Stainz”?
The story of the weatherproof garden railroad started in 1968
with the “Stainz”, when its father Wolfgang Richter had it doing
its rounds in snowy open-air conditions at the Nuremberg International Toy Fair. There are probably few LGB fans who have not
owned a “Stainz” at one time or another, and it is something that
cannot be left out of many an LGB starter set.
The prototype was one of four identical locomotives built for
the Styrian Provincial Railroads in 1892 by the Krauss company
in Linz. They were used on the local railroads Preding-Wieseldorf–Stainz and Pöltschach–Gonobitz. The “Stainz” carries the
number “2”. She was modified a number of times during her life
in service, and until 2006, she was running on the “Murtalbahn”.
She is built to the Bosnian gauge of 760 mm (2'6") and holds the
record as the smallest steam locomotive ever used on Austria’s
narrow-gauge railroads.
Not least due to LGB, with its own representation in the USA
since 1987, “Stainz” achieved enormous popularity on both sides
of the Atlantic, and is extremely likely, especially in the USA, to be
one of the best-known of all European steam locomotives.
On November 21, 2012 Wolfgang Richter died at the ripe old age
of 84. Following his father Johannes Richter, he managed the
company, named after its founder Ernst Paul Lehmann jointly
with his brother Eberhard.
For the present parent company Märklin as European market
leader, LGB is firmly established in the model railroad range and
one of the aims is to bring children and young people more into
the focus of the group’s activities. With the “Stainz” in LGB house
colors and Wolfgang Richter’s signature, we remember the pioneer of the garden railroad and pay our respects not only to him
but also to his loyal fans.

LGB Product Manager Andreas Schumann (right) and
LGB USA Representative Ron Gibson: Even today, the
“Stainz” is one of the most popular locos on both sides
of the Atlantic.

In 1968, for the first time “Stainz” ran at the International Toy Fair in Nuremberg. She was the focus of attention again in 2015.

t
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Please send your questions by e-mail to LGB-Depesche@3g-media.de or by post to
LGB Depesche, c/o Gebr. Märklin & Cie. GmbH, Stuttgarter Strasse 55 – 57, 73033 Göppingen, Germany.

New models are coming with revised colors. Why?
At LGB, work on the authenticity of the models is going on all the time. This way, the RAL colors are correctly depicted not
only on the loco and car bodies but also on the finer details. For instance, up to now the underframes of RhB cars have always
presented in black, instead of – as now, correctly – in grey. The color of gangway bellows has also been revised. There have
already been several positive reactions for these detail alterations from LGB enthusiasts.

What do I need to be able to use the Märklin Central Station 2
on my digital LGB layout?
To use the Märklin Central Station 2 (item 60215) on a digitalized LGB
layout, as well as the digital controller, you need a switched
mode power pack (item 60101). This power pack delivers
the necessary output current of 5 amps (100 VA) that is
needed for the LGB railroad. If this is inadequate for
the running operations planned in the garden, additional
boosters (item 55090) can be switched in to individual track
sections. They are connected with the Central Station 2 with
the LGB connecting cable item 55019. Apart from train, track
and Central Station 2, the LGB digital starter set also contains
the power pack and the necessary accessories. The Main Station
app also shows, like the Central Station display, the track diagrams
and the routes set.

We are often asked by LGB enthusiasts why many cars are only released in sets of two or three cars, as for example in set 31352
(see illustration below) or 40080. In the set, each car is individually packaged and the retailer can sell them individually. At
LGB, our idea is to give the model railroader a choice between different road numbers where cars are otherwise identical.

PHOTOS: LGB, KÖTZLE; TEXT: ARNULF SCHÄFER, ALEXANDER STROBEL

Often cars are only available in sets, but I would like to buy
individual cars. I freely admit it: Is that possible?
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STEFAN KÜHNLEIN

Pleasure counts

T

Stefan Kühnlein, from Hummeltal in
Bavaria, has the biggest of all gauge
conversions behind him. He started
with a Z-gauge layout, and then
came the conversion to LGB.

Fascinating in its variety and weatherproof: G-gauge is something for the
freethinkers in the model railroad world.

here are 600, 750, 914, 1000 and
1,435 mm gauges on the fullscale railroad, and these are
scaled down for use on the garden railroad. All garden railroad models based
on these original gauges run on 45 mmgauge track from one manufacturer or
another, with different track profiles,
different lengths of track and different
screw heads. And it works! That means
the garden railroad possibly covers the
greatest range of prototypes.
The 600-mm (1'11-1/2") gauge railroads have splendid names like Palmen
Express, Waldeisenbahn and Wilde
Erika. On 750 mm (2'5-1/2") gauge,
we have names like the Weisseritz
Valley Railroad and the Zittau Narrow-gauge Railroad. The Zugspitze
Railroad should also be mentioned
here. Then the 914 mm or 3-foot gauge
in the USA – here, the Olomana saddle tank loco is in the Railroad Museum of Pennsylvania; she served
her time on sugar plantations in Hawaii. At 1000 mm (3'3-3/8") gauge,
there are some well-known names:
Albula-Bahn, Furka-Oberalp-Bahn and
the entire RhB network, also in Germany the Harz Narrow-Gauge Railway, including the Nordhausen-Wernigeroder
line. As well as all these, LGB has been
involved in standard gauge (1435 mm –
4'8-1/2") for ages with the DB class 101,
the E 10, the new green 139 and one of
the best known of all, the V 200.
The rivet-counters who take things
deadly seriously would be better off
with a pocket calculator than a garden
railroad. All gauges can be produced
in G-scale – 1:20.5 to 1:29 – and bring
the whole world into your garden or
even indoors. Then it’s all about fascination, fun and functionality. And the
model railroads are reliable. They run
whether it’s windy or stormy out in the
open or indoors or indeed in the con-

servatory. Anyone can set his trains
out in the garden and rail a passenger
train, a freight train or a mixed train
from the huge range available – not
only from LGB – on his layout or if he
has little space on a figure-of-eight or
a simple circle and let it hiss, steam or
rumble around. And these railroaders
don’t just have fun on their own; they
share with children, grandchildren or
guests. On the terrace, they can have
their chilled drinks transported from
A to B on freight cars or give the kids
a thrill with a bulk-goods car loaded
with chocolate drops.
Naturally, I’m not trying to marginalize the G-gauge family members
jokingly described as ‘trainspotters’
or ‘rivet-counters’. I’m just trying to
remind everyone that it is particularly the wide range of gauges which can
be represented and the fabulous lines
available in prototype which make
G-gauge so attractive. We really should
regard this ‘diversity of species’ as an
invaluable asset and take delight in the
fact that we are the only ones who can
let our imagination run free outside
whatever the weather.
My conclusion: Authenticity is important. But even on the royal gauge,
isn’t the playing value at least as important? Are lovingly-designed and
affordable garden railroad models,
which are reliable and inspire the entire neighborhood, not the main point?
Not every shade of color has to be precisely the same as the original and not
every window has to be identical to its
prototype right down to the taste of the
sealant. Are you still counting rivets, or
are you already playing? What is better than to admire the entire variety
of railroad atmosphere out of doors,
and create magnificent new building
plans? I think that’s what G-gauge is all
about. No offence!

CLUB NEWS
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The big meet

T

he weekend of 18 to 20 September is when
the gates of Paradise for all railroad enthusiasts open once again in Göppingen, when
the 32nd International Model Railway Exhibition
and the 10th Märklin Open Days meet up to combine their attractions. Around 60,000 visitors will
be there to admire historic prototypes in the station
or enjoy watching model railroads in every gauge
from G to Z in a total area of 50,000 square meters
(538,200 ft²). There are several events for children
to make the IMA in Göppingen the perfect destination for a family outing. On Friday and Saturday,
the event is open for visitors from 9:00 to 18:00 and
on Sunday from 9:00 to 17:00. The IMA 2015 is the
big meet for all railroad fans and model railroaders
and you should note the date in your diary now!

Fabulous: At the IMA 2015 there will be several legendary locos on display in Göppingen station – live.

Super Club memento

T

Reservations free

C

lub benefit on 23 May: So you want to be at the rollout
of the legendary steam locomotive “Franzburg“ at the
Deutscher Eisenbahn-Verein e.V. and ride behind it on
a special train from Bruchhausen-Vilsen to Asendorf and return? As a Club member you will obtain the necessary seat
reservations at the ticket office in Bruchhausen-Vilsen free of
charge. And the trip north will be worth the effort: You will
be able to compare the new LGB model of “Franzburg” with
its prototype, and might even get to have a cab ride on the
original. LGB will be there with its own stand. There will be
plenty of time to talk shop too. In addition, there will be other original locos and rolling stock such as the “Spreewald” or
the well-known mixed use car for you to inspect at close quarters. The complete program for the event can be found under
www.museumseisenbahn.de.

A DEV pilgrimage with a difference: At Whitsun,
there will be a rollout for the “Franzburg”.

PHOTOS: DEV, GEBR. FALLER GMBH, LGB; TEXT: ALEXANDER STROBEL

The telephone booth in yellow: An eye-catcher on
every layout as a Club gift in 2015.

hey are now a rarity. With the ever-spreading use of
mobile telephones, the telephone booth has now all
but disappeared from our towns and cities. Nonetheless, this yellow classic is still an eye-catcher. That’s
why this year LGB has selected this wonderful piece as a
Club model: The high-quality POLA building kit has been
produced in a cooperative venture with the Faller company. The telephone booth is illuminated (16 V AC), has an
opening door, a real coin-operated telephone and folding
telephone directory holder from the days when telephone
number “memories” were printed in book form. Club members can look forward to being sent this highly-detailed
Club gift in 2015: Starting May, the “cell phone”-oldies will
be posted to members and will likely be decorating many a
layout come summer.
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CLUB COOPERATION PARTNERS IN AUSTRIA

Experience railroads

Elegant locomotives: The Strasshof Railway Museum, near
Vienna, is a magnet for visitors with many exhibits and
regular running days.

T

he Club card is worth taking with you on your trip to
Austria, as there are many cooperation partners here
too who offer reduced entrance fees on presentation
of the Club card. And there sure is something to see. In the
Strasshof museum for instance (www.eisenbahnmuseumheizhaus.com), which covers 150,000 square meters (almost 37
acres) you can see a large part of the preserved railroad vehicles of the State of Austria – over 380 exhibits. The season in
Strasshof begins in April and includes steam locomotive and
diesel locomotive days and tours – the museum also operates
model railroads and LGB layouts.
The “Lange Nacht der Museen” (long night of the museums)
also attracts an enthusiastic attendance. The railroad museum
of Schwechat opens at the beginning of May (www.eisenbahnmuseum.at). Also located just outside Vienna, it houses an extensive collection of local and industrial railroad vehicles on
display – with steam locomotives and passenger cars used for
local transport as well as diesel locomotives from industrial and
factory railroads. Two small steam locomotives also do their
circuits in the museum grounds. From May, there will be lots of
steam and nostalgia awaiting Club members who visit the Lokpark Ampflwang, the Upper Austria Railroad and mining mu-

seum (www.oegeg.at). Among the exhibits at the roundhouse
loco shed is the steam locomotive 12.14 with a total output of
2,940 HP and a top speed of 120 kilometers per hour (74 mph).
Tours of the museum offer a wealth of information about railroads and mining – and both themes are featured in the adventure playground for children. After a trip on the museum
railroad on the Ampflwang-Timelkam line, you can visit the
museum café for some light refreshments.
Younger visitors in particular will enjoy a visit to the Spielzeug Museum (toy museum) Salzburg (www.salzburgmuseum.
at). In the world of play, experience and trying out are focal
points; here, children have the chance to discover for themselves what the individual toys are all about. Many of the exhibits are deliberately placed at children’s eye level. There is
also an extensive creative and workshop program offered here.
In Innsbruck, the attraction is the Local Railway Museum
of the Tyrolean railways (www.tmb.at) with technically historically unique rail vehicles such as rail cars and trailer types
from all over Austria and from neighboring countries. The
museum is housed in the waiting room and control rooms at
the former station building of the Stubaitalbahn (Stubai valley railway). Using text and illustrations, its three showrooms
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CLUB COOPERATION PARTNERS
ALL OVER EUROPE
A great plan in G-gauge: Ærøbanen
5970 Ærøskøbing, Denmark
Ærøbanen
Vester Bregninge 40
Tel.: +45 (0) 62 20 25 29
dsae@email.dk
http://www.aeroebanen.dk

PHOTOS: „OLD GOODS.WAGGON.ÆRØSKØBING.“ VON ERIK CHRISTENSEN, MINIATURWORLD ROTTERDAM, EISENBAHNWELT RABLAND, HANSPETER RESCHINGER, TEXT: ROCHUS RADEMACHER

Historic: The Ærøbanen garden railroad reminds us of the railroad plans
of the Danish Baltic Sea Island of
Ærø (Ahorn), which to this day have
only been fulfilled in G-gauge.

Club benefit: Free entrance
for Club members.

The biggest miniature world 						
in the Benelux countries.
3013 AL Rotterdam,
Netherlands
Miniworld Rotterdam
Weena 745
Tel.: +31 (0) 10/2 40 05 01
info@miniworldrotterdam.com
www.miniworldrotterdam.com
An experience: Miniworld
Rotterdam presents a scale model
of life around Europe’s largest
miniature harbor with trains and
27,000 “inhabitants”.

Club benefit: Club members
receive a discount of
20 percent on the regular
admission price.

France’s most beautiful railroad museum
68200 Mulhouse, France
Cité du Train
2, rue Alfred de Glehn
Tel.: +33 (0)3 89 42 83 33
message@collection-schlumpf.
com; www.citedutrain.com
document all the local railroads and streetcar networks in the regions of North and South Tyrol and
Trentino. And naturally, the Verein Tiroler Museumsbahnen (Tyrolean Museum Railway Society) also operates its very own museum line through the town of
Innsbruck.

“Nikolausfahrt” on the “Wälderbähnle”
The Bregenz Forest Railroad or “Wälderbähnle”
(www.waelderbaehnle.at) promises a train journey
in the “rhythm of times past” along its five-kilometer
(three-mile) route. From the town of Bezau, it follows
the picturesque valley of the Bregenzer Ache river,
over bridges and past traditional settlements on its
way to Schwarzenberg station. The rolling stock used
includes narrow gauge U and Uh class steam locomotives as well as diesel locomotives. The universally
popular “Nikolausfahrten” on the Bregenzerwaldbahn take place in December. In the summer months,
a trip on the railroad can be combined with cable-car,
mountain railroad and hiking routes to create an unforgettable round trip offering stunning views.

Outstanding: The “Cité du Train”
exhibition is regarded as Europe’s
most beautiful railroad museum –
locomotives and cars are staged
using scenic backdrops equipped
with media technology.

Club benefit: Club members
receive a discount on
the admission price.

Italy’s largest digital model railroad layout
39020 Parcines/
Rabland, Italy
Rabland Train World
Geroldsplatz 3
Tel.: +39 (0)4 73/52 14 60
info@eisenbahnwelt.it
www.eisenbahnwelt.it
Impressive: Eisenbahnwelt Rabland
is the biggest panoramic railroad
layout in the Italian province of
South Tyrol and one of the largest
private collections of model trains
in Europe.

Club benefit: Club members
receive a 10 percent
reduction on the admission
fee.
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New releases under the spotlight

S

pring offered a number of opportunities to admire the
new LGB models live. It’s all the same if you have your
eyes on the ‘Harz Bull’ or Franzburg, amongst the absolute model highlights released in spring. For many visitors to
Faszination Modellbahn in Sinsheim (from 6 to 9 March) and
Intermodellbau in Dortmund (15 to 19 April), the new Rhaetian Railway models were naturally among the favorites. They
included the Allegra rail car train in the colors of the Chur–
Arosa line (to be produced in 2015 as a once-only series) or
the Ge 4/4 II anniversary locos for the centenary of the Bever– Scuol line and the RhB’s 125th anniversary. There were of
course also the new German Federal Railroad models in the
shape of the class 139 and the V 100. In Dortmund in addition,
Club members were delighted by a little Club present.

Right under the spotlight as a new release in 2015
at the spring exhibitions was the Allegra in blue.

A

year with LGB: The 2015 DVD collates articles
on the most important garden railroad
events of the year, and includes any
amount of reference material for G-gauge
Ein Jahr
constructors. The very first contribution
Bonusfilm
is devoted to the new model of the V 100.
Stars der Schiene
Die Baureihe
We show the prototype in historical pho212
tographs, during its working days on
the Bayernbahn and the model doing its
rounds of a garden railroad with freight
cars in tow. Those interested in bridge
building based on especially successful
examples can get some inspiration from a

wonderful layout in Hamburg. Layout, the second:
Paulette and Bob from the USA proudly show
off the results of their 10-year G-gauge building project. The workshop article by Georg
mit
Kerber and Mike Lorbeer will impart professional expertise, “Franzburg” steams
into the hearts of her fans and the Club
trip to Hungary makes us hungry for
more. And finally, the Museum car for
2015 takes us to the Bühler factory in
Monheim.

© Mai 2015 VGBahn GmbH. Laufzeit 60 + 45 Minuten. Bei einem technischen Fehler
tauschen wir die DVD selbstverständlich um. Rücksendung bitte frei an
1. Klasse-Video, Klosterring 9, 87660 Irsee. Porto wird ersetzt. Danke!

Further Club trip

T

he LGB Club trip from 27 June to 2 July 2015 to the Gotthard is full and registrations still keep on coming. LGB
can therefore now offer all members a second date:
From 8 to 13 August you can travel from the station of your
choice once again to Lucerne. And this is how it goes on: With
the steam special train you will travel on the Furka Steam
Railway from Realp over the Furka Pass and past the Rhone
Glacier, travel on a special train behind a Crocodile to Locarno and with the post bus up to the Gotthard Pass and plenty
more as well. Cost of this magnificent six-day tour experience:
2195 euro (sharing a double room) and 2330 euro (single)
(price difference is due to revaluation of the Swiss franc.).
Information on registration and booking:
Bahnreisen Sutter, Sickinger Str. 10 a, 79856 Hinterzarten, Germany, tel. +49 (0) 76 52/91 75 81, fax +49 (0) 76 52/91 75 82, email:
info@bahnreisen-sutter.de

A full package which unites background
information, expertise and entertainment.

PHOTOS: LGB, RHÄTISCHE BAHN/MARCO HOFFMANN; TEXT: ALEXANDER STROBEL, PETER WALDLEITNER

The new annual chronicles on DVD for
Club members
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DIGITAL

Analogue to digital

DIGITAL LAYOUT UPGRADE 37

Reader Holger Metschan is upgrading his layout to digital operation
with the Central Station 2. We accompany him on the way to
convenient layout control through to the tablet.
TRACK PLAN

Operating fun is a small space

Entrance
Eingang

Secondary
Nebencontroller
steuerpult

Window
Fenster

Building commenced:
Track length
Operation
Turnout controls
Number of turnouts

1999
approx. 35 m (114')
analog
analog
16 plus one threeway turnout

Signals
Stations

8
1 passenger,
1 classification
yard with loco
depot

Master control board
Hauptsteuerpult

Y

ou would describe Holger Metschan as a full-blooded railroad
fan. At home he has innumerable complete H0 trains displayed in
wall-cabinets, even though it’s many
years since he owned a layout in that
gauge. His trains are now running under the ground, and take up rather more
room, in the cellar, where he has his LGB
indoor G-gauge layout.
At the moment, it still has analog
controls. Holger Metschan did once
try out digital controls to the MTS-2
standard, but he wasn’t altogether im-

pressed by the complicated operating
procedures. “I always had to remember
which locomotive had what number and
which register had to be used for what
function, and with so many locos in such
a small space, it was easy for me to get
confused”, as he explains. His layout is
extremely compact; due to the restricted space in the cellar, he makes use of
every nook and cranny. Apart from that,
you have to squeeze to get along the
wall to the center of the layout, since
that’s where (understandably enough!)
Metschan has strategically placed his

main control panel. The track plan resembles a dog’s bone, or a circle in the
form of a spiral on the sub-frame. The
LGB fan estimates the track length to
be about 35 meters. Basic elements are
two modules which he used to take to
his model railroad club, but the days of
mobile modules are over. No way can
Holger Metschan get the layout out of
the cellar now, but he wants to extend it
into the garden. “The windows are at the
right height – all I have to do is make the
breakthrough”. But the next item on the
agenda is to upgrade to digital ∑

TEXT AND PHOTOS: THOMAS JUNGBLUTH

Holger Metschan has always had analog
controls on his layout. Now he wants to
upgrade to digital and replace his two
control panels with a Central Station 2
and his tablet, to make full use of the
advantages of full digital operation.
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controls with the Central Station 2. In
the next four issues of Depesche we’ll
track Holger Metschan’s way step by
step to a much more convenient method
of control.

Up to now: all analog
Holger Metschan has had his layout
since 1999. Basically, it is a circle – leading forwards in the center (see plan
above) and extended to several storage
tracks and a locomotive depot. Here
there are always several locos waiting to
run. With several sections which he can
switch ‘dead’ as required, the individual
locos can be addressed separately.
The station itself is actually in the
opposite corner of the layout (see plan
below). This has five tracks for trains arriving or waiting, plus one more which
leads along the back edge of the layout
to a second level. This however is still
under construction and at the moment
is only used by streetcars. The design is
pretty complicated too. He has designed
a fire department festival, and in another place, a line runs into a historical loco
depot. Clearly, Holger Metschan’s main
interest is a variety of running operations. The layout’s main control is currently a controller we can regard as historic: the ‘jumbo’ controller 50100. This
offers a power supply of 10 amperes and
is no longer on the market. “This controller provides sufficient power even
to the remotest storage sidings on my
layout. You do have to take care, though,
if a short-circuit occurs, with so much
current, an arc could be generated”, Metschan warns. A black hand-controller is
used to regulate the speed.

The present main control unit – with the jumbo controller in the spotlight – supplies a
maximum power of 10 amperes. So much power is not required for digital control. Up
to now, turnouts and signals are classically controlled with the concealable control
panels.

Holger Metschan has always operated the classification yard at the front of the
layout with a subsidiary controller, but this will become redundant with the Central
Station 2. In future, he will use his tablet PC for remote control.

One tablet instead of two control panels
Turnouts and signals are switched with
classic LGB control panels. He operates
on the principle of ‘divide and rule’, as
controllers and control panels are duplicated on the layout. In addition to the
main controller, he has installed a second subsidiary switch and control panel
directly where the storage sidings are
located. “This way I can maneuver my
trains and locos from the two most important vantage points”, he says and he
is also looking forward to the new possibilities offered by the Central Station 2
of handing over controls to a cell phone
or a tablet computer. “That means I can
be anywhere around the layout and take
action – I don’t have to be at one of the
control panels. I will then very likely re-

Using suitable decoders, turnouts can also be controlled from the Central Station 2.
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THE FLEET
Although Holger Metschan is currently still running analog, there are some locos with digital decoder on
the layout, and some even with the latest mfx decoder.

Interface

Decoder

20750

E 10

yes

retrofit

20225

RhB “Allegra”

yes

MFX

28437

Ge 4/4 II

yes

MFX

20121

V 100 DB

yes

MFX

20271

RhB “Heidi”

yes

MZS

21410

Tm 2/2

yes

MZS

26812

99.22

yes

MZS

28003

Mh 52

yes

MZS

23930

Köf

yes

MZS

2040

RhB “Crocodile”

no

retrofit

21420

Ge 4/4 III

no

retrofit

20420

Ge 4/4 III

no

retrofit

20670

Track cleaner loco no

retrofit

22390

ABe 4/4

yes

retrofit

21841

DR IVk

yes

retrofit

22841

Sächs. IVk

yes

retrofit

2243

Ge 4/4 II

no

retrofit

2074

“Spreewald”

no

retrofit

20261

“Niki Frank S.”

no

retrofit

20281

“Franzburg”

yes

retrofit

move them to give more space for watching the layout. I already have the tablet”.
For upgrading to the CS 2, Holger Metschan’s stock is already well prepared.
“Some of my locos have an MTS2/DCC
digital decoder – some of them even
have mfx”. Metschan has considerably
more

Full digital in four stages
rolling stock than you could run on the
layout at once. His fleet includes analog
treasures like the “Crocodile”, the “LCE”
and the “Santa Fe Express”. That means
he can combine the trains just as he likes

Part of Holger Metschan’s fleet is seen here assembled in his classification yard. Many of his locos are
all ready to be used with the Central Station 2 or can
easily be converted. Other locos will not be converted due to complexity of the work involved.

at any time, so it never gets boring.
How do you convert a currently purely
analog layout into a digitally-supplied
and controlled one? Four stages are
planned, and the editorial team is going
to track them all, starting with the next
issue: In stage 1 the present controller
will be replaced by Central Station 2.
Whether it is to be operated from the
10-ampere jumbo or with the separate
power pack is still to be clarified, as is
the question of supply to the loco depot
and storage sidings, where there are
currently several different powered sections. In addition the Central Station 2
will be prepared for remote control by

the tablet. Metschan intends to install a
suitable router for this purpose.
In stage 2, Metschan will be preparing
the locos and rail cars for full CS 2 operation. Traction units already digitally
equipped – those with an mfx or a DCC-/
MtS2 decoder – can be logged in to the
CS 2 either directly or at least with little
fuss. Locos with interfaces can be retrofitted with a decoder. It’s for sure that
Holger Metschan won’t be converting
all the purely analog-controlled locomotives and rail cars.
For one thing, despite the size of the
bodies, there’s no room in many vehicles
to accommodate a decoder, and for an-

TEXT AND PHOTOS: THOMAS JUNGBLUTH

Item No. Designation
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other thing, electric conversion of some
of the old treasures is very complex:
“There is too much soldering and filing
to be done – I would have to consider
whether it were a practical proposition”.
Whether the conversion is worthwhile
here or on valuable collector’s items as
many old-timers are is something we
will be considering in this series.
In stage 3, Metschan is going to tackle the turnouts and signals. Despite the
compactness of the layout, there are sixteen turnouts, a three-way turnout and
eight signals keeping the trains under
control. The Central Station 2 and the
corresponding decoders will have plenty to do. As well as those, the layout ∑
has various lights which can be digitally
controlled, such as on the grade crossing and in the buildings.

WE WILL SHOW THAT IN COMING ISSUES
After he has completed a review, the next thing for Holger Metschan
will be to make plans for a step-by-step extension of the layout. We’ll
examine the following aspects in coming issues:
1

 onversion of power supplies and loco controls from the analog
C
“jumbo” control unit to the Central Station 2 with new wiring if
necessary. Setting up remote control using a tablet.

2

 onversion of the fleet to Central Station 2 control with programming
C
the DCC locos and fitting of additional decoders in analog traction
units.

3

 onversion of turnouts, signals and lamps and feedback units to
C
suitable decoders and connection to the CS2.

4

 etting up routes and advanced operating sequences on the whole
S
layout, while keeping in mind the possibilities if the layout is extended.

At the end a new beginning
Finally, in the fourth stage, routes will
be set up and train sequences programmed. “At the moment, the Allegra is
running, but there is a Rhaetian Railway
train consist waiting on the shelf for its
locomotive and then to come out onto
the main line”. Holger Metschan is even
now looking forward to extra operating
enjoyment. Who knows – maybe one
day, the trains will see the light of day...
Thanks to G-gauge and the window of
glass bricks at the height of the layout
that could happen at any time once Holger Metschan is completely digitalized
and dares break out into the open.

Once the layout is completely digitalized, not only can the locos be controlled and
turnouts and signals switched, but Holger Metschan can also set up automatic train
operations. And if he ever does extend his layout into the garden, he can extend the
digital controls appropriately.

ADVANTAGES OF DIGITAL OPERATIONS WITH CENTRAL STATION 2
The conversion of an analog layout to digital operation is possible with a little work and requires not a little
investment too. However, the enormously greater running pleasure certainly justifies the outlay, above all for
modelers with layout with large numbers of locos, rail cars, turnouts and signals.
 everal locos can be running in a single electrical
S
circuit, and you never need worry about where the
isolators are again.
 bove all, life is made easier with digital controls in a
A
classification yard.
 ocos can be controlled realistically and start off and
L
slow down gradually.
 here rail cars have special functions such as sound
W
effects, lights etc., these can also be actuated from
the CS2.
 any locos are already equipped with decoders as
M
standard, or are simple to upgrade. These can also
be controlled by the Central Station 2.
Signals and turnouts can also be digitally controlled.
In the CS2 routes can be set up and train sequences
controlled automatically so that you look after other
aspects of operations.

 ith its touch display, the CS2 offers very simple
W
control and provides all information in an authentic
form. Instead of using register commands, functions
can be called up directly.
 nyone who prefers the traditional controls with
A
rotary knobs can control two locos or rail cars at the
same time with Central Station 2.
 he operating parameters of each loco from the
T
electrical values through running characteristics to a
photo of each loco are all stored in Central Station 2,
or they only need to be entered there once. They can
then be very simply transferred to other controllers.
 hrough remote control using a tablet you can utilize
T
all the control possibilities of Central Station 2 from
any position around the layout and you are no longer
tied to controlling operations from a stationary position.
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Great summer celebrations for garden railroad enthusiasts

New at your retailers

FURTHER NEW MODELS
There are other new models
available from your retailer as well:
20180 STEAM LOCO 995604
55085 REVERSE LOOP MODULE
55529 MTS INTERFACE ADAPTER

20121 DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE
DB V 100, era III
l
l
l
l
l

Complete retooling
mfx/DCC digital decoder with sound
Window inserts
Two powerful motors
Length over buffers 45 cm (17-3/4")

Like the original, the completely reworked LGB model of the
DB V 100 has all axles driven. As a matter of honor, the painting and lettering is naturally authentic. The mfx/DCC digital
decoder provides an extensive range of sound functions, some
also active in analog operation. Signal horn, diesel motor
sound, sound when idling, air compressor and many more.
Engineer’s cab fittings and triple headlights are included.
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The loco number plates are
separately applied, and metal.

28802 STEAM LOCOMOTIVE
DR 99 6001, era III
l
l
l
l
l
l

Authentically weathered
Supplied in an exclusive wooden case
MTS decoder with sound
Smoke unit
Headlights change ends with direction
of travel
Smokebox door and the cab doors
can be opened

This exclusive production models locomotive 99 6001 of the
DR in era III condition. It is a model of the former loco No. 21
of the NWE (Nordhausen-Wernigerode Railroad) in the Harz.
She was later taken over by the DR and ran on the Harzquerbahn until the new standard locos were introduced, when it
was transferred to the Selke Valley section. The illuminated
cab can be fitted out with the engineer and fireman supplied,
and they can then warm themselves at the flickering light from
the firebox. It is equipped with a powerful motor, is authentically painted and lettered and has a Certificate of Authenticity.
Length over buffers 41 cm (16-1/8").

20214 STEAM LOCOMOTIVE
Stainz – Wolfgang Richter
l
l
l

LGB house colors
Powerful motor
Length over buffers 24.5 cm (9-5/8")

Stainz in the LGB house colors will be produced in 2015 as a
once-only production in remembrance of the founder of the
LGB and inventor of the weatherproof garden railroad, Wolfgang Richter. This collector’s item once more shows how impressively G-gauge has contributed to life and activity in our
gardens.

PHOTOS: FRANK BOTHE; LGB; TEXT ALEXANDER STROBEL

With signature
of the LGB founder
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Authentic lettering: The tank loco
ran until 1954 as
99 5631 on the
Spreewald
Railroad.

24741 STEAM LOCOMOTIVE
DR 99 5631, era III
l
l
l

mfx/DCC digital decoder
Extensive sound functions
Length over buffers 33 cm (13")

The model of DR tank loco 99 5631 is as the original was operating on the Spreewald Railroad until 1954, when it was
renumbered 99 5633. Extensive sound functions are controllable in digital operation such as steam loco running sounds
and whistle. A powerful Bühler motor is fitted, which drives
all axles.

Documented origin:
The original of
LGB’s 99 7502 was
built by the Sächsischen Maschinenfabrik, Chemnitz.

21985 STEAM LOCOMOTIVE
DR 99 7502, era II
l
l
l

Authentically weathered
Digital decoder with sound and light
Length over buffers 28 cm (11")

The originals of the tank locomotive class 99.750 - 752 (K 33.6,
Saxon IK), were built from 1881. The LGB model represents
99 7502 of the Thum narrow-gauge system with authentic
painting and lettering, with headlights changing ends with
direction of travel, traction tires, engineer’s cab lighting and
smoke generator.
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l
l
l

Doors can be opened
Interior fittings
Length over buffers 66 cm (26")

36658 PASSENGER CAR SET
RhB As 1141/42, era V
l
l
l

Doors can be opened
Interior fittings and lighting
Length over buffers each 66 cm (26")

The original of the dining car WR 3811 “Gourmino”, built in
1929, is in service, like the identical cars WR 3811 and 3812, on
the Rhaetian Railway to provide dining service for passengers
on the Glacier-Express. The LGB model is authentically painted and lettered, right down to the “festina lente” coat of arms.

The Rhaetian Railway today possesses four such historic saloon cars, which are elegantly and luxuriously fitted out and
are used on the “Alpine Classic Pullman Express”. The intricately-painted LGB set can be expanded to a full train by adding baggage car 40844. A suitable train engine would be the
crocodile (item 25409).

39310 PASSENGER CAR SET
DB express train passenger
cars, era III
l
l
l

Doors can be opened
Interior fittings and lighting
Length over buffers each 80 cm (31-1/2")

The four-piece German Federal Railways
express passenger car set painted and lettered for era III consists of one compartment car 1st class, two different types of 2nd
class compartment car and a half-dining car.
Prototypical locos: E 10 (20750/21750) or class
139 (20755).

PHOTOS: LGB; TEXT ALEXANDER STROBEL

30521 DINING CAR
RhB WR 3811, era V
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With steam power from
Göhren to Putbus: The
“Rasende Roland” is an
emblem of the Island of
Rügen.

l
l
l
l

Completely fitted out
End doors can be opened
Authentic lettering
 ength over buffers each 58 cm
L
(22-7/8")

39079 PASSENGER CAR
SET Franzburger Kreisbahn
l
l
l

Metal wheelsets
Doors can be opened
Length over buffers 90 cm (35-7/16")

To visit the beautiful island of Rügen without a romantic trip on
this scheduled steam local railroad is unthinkable. It’s magnificent when a narrow-gauge train from the other direction meets
you at the stations of Binz or Selin. This passenger car set of the
Rügensche Bäderbahn (Rügen Spa Railway) with side-walls in
sheet-metal finish and green color scheme models the cars of
the well-known ‘Rasender Roland’. The cars have metal wheels,
are authentically lettered and are individually packed. The right
motive power: steam loco Mh 52 (item 28005).

The matching passenger car set for steam loco item 20180 has
two 3rd class type Ci passenger cars and one DR type Gci mixed
use car 3rd class for era III. In prototype, the last of these could
be used for various purposes by modifying the superstructure.
Authentically lettered and painted in full detail and individually packed.

PHOTOS: LGB; TEXT ALEXANDER STROBEL

35359 PASSENGER CAR SET 		
Rügensche Bäderbahn (RüBB)
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In 3 steps to your dealer

Using the convenient online search you will
find the nearest dealer to you. Without detours.
Simply and quickly. This is what you do:

1

Call up the start page
www.lgb.com
Click on the menu item dealers

2

Enter town or a zip code

3

Select dealer and print adress
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ACCESSORIES

PREISER

What a great figure!
They all want to surf – at least the two wind-surfers – man and woman (items
449269 and 44927 respectively) by Preiser cut an outstandingly good figure.
The three girls in bikini, bathing costume and shorts are taking it rather
more easily in their leisure in the garden (item 44910). While some are
relaxing, others still have to work. Three ladies are in the office in costumes and blazer (item 44922), either on the telephone or carrying files.
All figures are hand-painted and made to a scale of 1:22.5. As a special
highlight, there are also models of Angela Merkel (item 57158), Sigmar
Gabriel (item 57159) and Horst Seehofer (item 57160) in 1:24 scale.

FALLER

Impressive buildings
No matter whether for local drinking water supplies, or for refilling steam loco tenders, the impressive water tower (item 331706) by Faller can
supply fresh drinking water or industrial water
anywhere and in all stations and depots. Built in
brick, and with a tower house on top, it is also a
real eye-catcher on any layout. The tower will be
available from October 2015. The wait won’t be as
long for Guarda station (item 330899), which will
be appearing from Faller in June. Prototype for
this model is the Rhaetian Railway narrow-gauge
station in the Canton of Grisons. The typical regional characteristics lie in the deep window reveals and its deep pitched roof. The doors of the
station can be moved and there are ramps leading
up to the platforms.
Be quick if you want to snap up one of the limi
ted re-release of the blue Opel Blitz, with flat-bed
superstructure and hood, which will be released
in May. This old-timer will bring nostalgic flair to
your layout. The doors of the model can be opened.
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PREHM

Especially in rural areas in Switzerland,
the post often has to cover enormous
distances. But that’s no problem! Prehm
have now produced the KYBURZ DXP
post vehicle (item 550120) after the original from Grisons. Even secluded farmsteads can be reached by this sporty
little job in no time. It is delivered complete with trailer and post-girl. And because the tracks to isolated farmsteads
are often very difficult, there’s even a
crash helmet for the post-girl.
In this sort of terrain, it’s not just deli
vering the post; keeping the grass down
on the slopes is quite an adventure too.
The “Rapid Rex” bar grass cutter (item
550119) is made for the job. In particular on large layouts with an Austrian, a
Swiss or an RhB theme, this machine
stresses the constructor’s love of detail.
Also new from Prehm is the metal figure
“Irina” (item 500052). Like the prototype from whom she was modeled, Irina doesn’t only check tickets; she also
attends to the needs of first class RhB
passengers. Friendly and obliging, she
is the perfect stewardess for the RhB pa
norama car by LGB. The figure is made
of metal and colored with UV-resistant
paint.
If despite such attentive personnel a
lineside fire should start by some mischance, there are still the firefighters,
available in a variety of poses, such as
kneeling (item 500206) or upright (item
500208).

HEKI

Magnificent greenery
Many a G-gauge fan even lets his models do their
rounds behind closed doors. LGB Depesche reader
Metschan is the prime example for this (see page 36).
So that there is plenty of greenery indoors too, Heki
now produces model fir trees in 23 cm (item 2330),
28 cm (item 2331) or an impressive 38 cm (item 2332)
(9, 11 and 15" respectively). In combination and in
multiple, an imposing individual pine forest can be
conjured up in no time at all, or you can bring the
Harz into your living room or fit out a north American lumberjack’s diorama. Imagination knows no
boundaries! Maybe a figure manufacturer will shortly be producing Hansel and Gretel...

PHOTOS: MANUFACTURER; TEXT: SANDRA FUHRMANN

Trara, trara, the post is here
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BUILDING TIPS

Solid foundation

A stable track bed is the basic requirement for a layout which
will give you pleasure for years to come. Garden railroad expert
Sven Hoffmann shows how to construct perfect concrete track beds.

A

n accurate plan of the track layout is the first requirement for
building the track beds. The plan
should lay down the precise track alignment as well as the planned gradients.
On curving sections, it is important to
limit any gradients to a maximum of two
percent. On straight lines, gradients of
up to three percent will be no trouble for
the LGB locos. One or two more important points to remember when planning:
The concrete beds should be at least 5 cm
(2") thick. Then they’ll be strong enough
to walk on. Single-track beds should be
12 to 15 cm (5 to 6") wide – rather wider
than the G-gauge track – to permit bal-

last to be laid. Multiple tracks should be
correspondingly wider. Sven Hoffmann,
whose impressive garden railroad we
described in issue 1/2015, recommends
the use of Betoplan formwork paneling
for the concrete work. The panels have a
water-resistant surface and can be used
for many different types of shuttering
work. In addition, five mm Betoplan
strips will be required for the side walls.

Extra heavy: long concrete beds
To fix the side walls, Hoffman uses small
L-shaped wooden brackets previously cut to shape (see pages 52/53). The

concrete is made with cement and sand
with gravel of up to 8 mm diameter in
the ratio of 1:3. The track beds are reinforced with structural steel bars of 6 mm
diameter. Structural steel of this gauge
can still (just) be bent by hand. Thicker bars will need bending tools to help
bend them to match the alignment on
curved sections of track. The reinforcing
steel is placed at the edges of the beds
and not in the center. Something else to
remember when constructing the track
beds: The individual sections shouldn’t
be too long, or you’ll finish up needing
a crane to put them in place. Concrete
tracks beds are not light, and the longer
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they are, the heavier they are. Hoffmann
recommends that single track beds
should be no longer than about 2.40 m
(8'). These turn the scales at around 60
kg (132 pounds), so they need two people
to handle them. Track bed sections for
multiple tracks should be correspondingly shorter.
Before starting with the shuttering, make up a pattern of the planned
track section with cardboard. Do this
by laying the planned sections of track
on the cardboard and draw around the
outlines. The track bed should be a little
wider than the tracks. The shuttering is
built up with Betoplan strips and wooden brackets. The wooden brackets are
screwed onto the Betoplan baseboard.
The concrete should be wet enough to
allow it to distribute well in the mold.
Two bars of structural steel are let in as

reinforcement in beds for single lines.
Fill the track bed mold to the top with
concrete, then allow the concrete to cure
properly. That takes time. At the earliest,
the sides and brackets can be removed
24 hours after pouring the concrete.
Then it is another 48 hours before the
concrete track bed can be removed from
the molding table. At the earliest, the
beds should be laid in the garden after
a week. The beds are only fully loadable
after 28 days.

Concrete needs time to harden
The tracks are laid in the garden on concrete foundations. For single track lines
two perforated concrete foundation
blocks are enough; for multiple tracks,
concrete strip foundations are the more
practical solution. Bond track beds and

foundation with concrete adhesive. As
soon as the track beds are firmly anchored, the tracks can finally be laid.
They are either screwed in place with
dowels or laid loose on the concrete
track bed and ballasted in place. This is
the version Hoffmann prefers. “It looks
more natural”, he comments; he sticks
the ballast to the track beds.
On curved sections with gradients,
Sven Hoffmann builds the climb directly
into the track bed; that way there are no
problems with the connecting sections.
These beds thus have different heights
at either end. While the start of a section
has a standard thickness of 5 cm (2"), the
other end of a two-meter curved section
is 9 cm (3-1/2") thick. Hoffmann builds in
a tongue at the higher end, on which the
shallower end of the next section rests
when installed in the garden.

PHOTOS: SVEN HOFFMANN, KÖTZLE; TEXT: ARNULF SCHÄFER

Preliminary construction
with prospects:
Building the concrete track
beds is one of the first steps
in building a garden railroad.
After the concrete beds are
laid, the sub grade, with
foundations, bridges and
viaducts should be erected
temporarily in order to check
everything (see illustration,
page 50). There are still a
lot of stages to go before
an attractive garden railroad
landscape is created, but it is
well worth the effort, as the
pictures of Sven Hoffmann’s
railroad show.
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BUILDING TIPS - Building a track bed in concrete
Create a track pattern:
First a pattern is made of the
planned track alignment. The pieces of track are joined up according
to the track plan and laid on a
sheet of cardboard. Now draw in
the course of the rails; the track
beds should be rather wider than
the rails – say between 12 - 15 cm
(5 to 6"). Multiple tracks should be
correspondingly wider.

Step 1:

Step 2:

Set up the molds for the track beds:
place the pattern on the molding table. Screw
wooden brackets to the table both sides of the
pattern 5 mm away from it and 20 cm (8") apart.
Put the Betoplan side strips in place as a test-fit.
Decide the height of the sides (= concrete bed
thickness): This should be at least five cm for
straight beds and curved beds with no gradient.

Step 4:

Step 3:

Concreting the beds:
Now you can paint the formwork walls with
concrete parting agent and then fill them with
concrete. It should be wet, so that it will distribute well. Place six mm structural steel rods at the
side of the track bed, fill the formwork to the top
with concrete and smooth off the top surface.

Track beds for curving gradients:
In the curved track beds with built
in gradients, these are included
in the concrete base of the track
bed. The thinner start is 5 cm (2")
thick, the other end is thicker,
according to the gradient. The
gradient should be no more than
two percent maximum.
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Lay the track beds on the
foundations:
set out the track foundations in the
garden. For single line track beds,
a perforated concrete foundation
of 15 cm (6") diameter is enough.
For track beds with several tracks,
concrete strip foundations are
most practical. Watch the height
of foundations, so that the beds sit
on them exactly. A dry run with the
track beds and temporary square
timber foundation is helpful.

Step 5:

Step 6:

Constructing track
beds for curving
gradients:
On curved track beds
which include gradients Hoffmann adds a
tongue at the end of
the bed (it is higher
than the start of the
bed) and the following
track bed is supported
on this tongue. A foundation at this point
supports both track
beds. This picture
shows a curved climbing approach disappearing into the hill.

Step 7:

Ballasting the tracks:
The rails are loosely laid on the track
beds and ballasted in place. To keep the
ballast there, it is glued to the concrete
base. That way it’ll all look natural for
years.

All’s well that ends well:
After ballasting, the concrete track beds disappear entirely under the ballast which
Sven Hoffmann has distributed so generously over his layout.

PHOTOS: SVEN HOFFMANN, KÖTZLE; TEXT: ARNULF SCHÄFER

Step 8:
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The Digital
decoder as
a switcher
Turnouts, signals,
uncoupler tracks and
other pieces of functional equipment
can be conveniently
controlled by converting them with
1-channel or 4-channel digital decoders.
Karsten Speyer from
the Gartenbahner
Südwest tells you
how.

L

GB has two types of decoder serving as digital switchers: the 1-channel decoder (item 55024) and the
4-channel decoder (item 55025). For use
on indoor layouts and in places where
several items are to be switched outdoors
as well, the 4-channel decoder is the
best choice. All it needs is a rail connection and somewhere protected from the
weather. It is for universal use and is designed for connecting to EPL motors for
turnouts, signals and uncoupler tracks. If
possible, find a place close to the track to
keep the wires as short as possible.
Connecting is easy (picture 1 ): The
IN terminals are connected to rails
(left and right) which are continuously
fed with the digital signal. Use a wire
with an adequate cross-section (at least
0.5 mm²) such as the connection wire
with clips (item 50160) or wire sold by
the yard blue / red (item 51235). The EPL
drive connections, until now normally
leading to the control panel, are connected with the clamp pairs A-D of the
decoder. If the drive is in reverse – e.g.
to the branch at the command ‘straight’,
simply change over the two connecting
wires, even if this could be programmed
in the decoder. If a number of turnouts or
a distant signal with its home signal are
to be changed at the same time, separate
connections must be used: Each output
can only supply enough current for one
drive and if this is sticky, that can easily be one ampere. Frequent overloading
could damage the decoder. The PROG
connection you only need if you want to
change a setting. Then you insert a simple wire bridge while programming for
instance to alter the decoder address.
This is not witchcraft but the procedure
does depend on your central controls
and operating controller. Look in their
user handbooks. The table for setting
the decoder is found in its instructions.
There are several options for connecting to the digital voltage at the
track. Using the ready-made connection
wire (item 50160), screw directly to a
convenient point on the rail (picture 2 ).
At insulated or interrupter tracks (items
10152 and 10153), used as normal for isolated track sections in storage sidings or
signal stop sections. There is a terminal
strip under the cover (picture 3 ). Soldering to two separate rail joiners (item
10001), which can then be exchanged
anywhere for some already fitted. An
elegant solution, as it’s almost invisible,

is a connection to the electrical connector of a turnout: clamp on one side of
the two wires an end tag with a 3 mm
eye from a car accessory shop or home
improvement store. Fix this with the
screws of the electrical track connector
underneath the turnout. Do NOT use the
screws fastening the turnout blades (see
picture 5 )!

1-channel decoder: concealed installation
If you use the 1-channel decoder and
want to lay the cable out of sight, use a
side cutter to snip notches out of the ties
on the way to the decoder and fix the
wires with hot-melt glue. After loosening the two fixing screws, remove
the motor. Insert the two pins from
the decoder in the white and orange
drive connections and retighten the
screws. Refix the motor complete
with decoder. After connecting (on
the underneath) to the wire laid as
shown above and if you use black
wire, there’s (almost) nothing to be
seen (see picture 4 ). The turnout
can be fitted and removed complete, no extra wiring connections
are needed and the turnout can
immediately be used digitally “out
of the box”. You can write the address of the decoders / the turnout
with paint pen on the decoder. The
1-channel decoder can also be used
for the other EPL motors of signals
or the uncoupler track. Generally, it
is very good for use outside as it is
a weatherproof casting, or for individual items further away, to which
a wire lead would be difficult or for
“mobile extras”, as no additional
wire would be needed.
For each connection, the 4-channel decoder has extra possibilities
such as for controlling lamps or
flashing lights on a grade crossing. The duration of the switching
impulse can also be changed. The
programming has to be altered for
this; full details are given in the instructions. The digital decoder not
only in the vehicles but along the
track offers a huge range of potential uses. Indeed even automatic
sequences can be controlled; manual control is also possible with
hand-held units from anywhere:
Colleague decoder ensures a clear
road.

PHOTOS: NORBERT SCHARF, TEXT: KARSTEN SPEYER
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On the DB diesel locomotive 220 085-5 (item 23945) there are
two pulsed smoke generators, mfx decoder and sound together with the authentic original coloring making for an absolutely
authentic appearance.

LGB new releases for summer 2015

The two hopper car sets (items 40980 and 40981), each with three open
seating Fad 168 cars, make up into a model ore train 2.40 m (7'10-1/2") long.

2 motors, s
et

all wheels
driven

Already with the retailers and,
like the class 220, suitable to
power the hopper cars, the
class 139 (item 20755).

LGB has thoroughly reworked a design classic of the German Federal Railroad. The DB
class 220 diesel loco numbered 220 085-5 is
one of the second batch from Krauss-Maffei
as then delivered with the DB emblem already
on the sides. Initially, the diesel loco was employed only on express passenger work but was
displaced by advancing electrification onto local traffic and eventually onto freight traffic.
The highly-detailed model (item 23945), 67 cm
(26-3/8") has the original paint scheme and lettering for era IV and is fitted with two powerful
motors, mfx decoder, sound functions and two
pulsed smoke generators. Two general-purpose sockets and traction tires are included.
As a perfect match for freight operations of
class 220, in summer LGB is also releasing two
German Federal Railroad hopper car sets each
with three open seating cars of type Fad 168
(items 40980 and 40981). These cars were designed for service in block trains of bulk goods
such as coal, coke and iron ore. The models all
have different road numbers, and each car is
42 cm (16-1/2") long.
As alternative motive power for the ore cars,
the brand-new class 139 (item 20755) can
also be used. The electric loco represents its
prototype on the German Federal Railroad in
era IV. The LGB model, 60 cm (23-5/8") long,
is equipped with an mfx/DCC decoder and
sound. Additional center-buffer beams are
supplied. Drive is by two powerful motors to
all four axles.
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Practical check: RhB observation car

Prototypical colors
by Hendrik Hauschild

The little Rhaetian Railway observation car in the LGB range is
undoubtedly one of the classics in the field of two-axle passenger
cars. As long ago as 1990, the first version was produced, at that
time with the item number as road number (B2 3025). The popularity of this type of car was the reason that differently-numbered versions appeared in following years. In 2002, two observation cars were given authentic road numbers for the first time
in train set 29432 - B2 2091 and 2093. As an addition, a few years
later there appeared B2 2094 and 2095. All four of them were lettered as they were in service on the RhB at the end of the 1980s.
In 2009 the first observation car with the road number B2 2092 as
they appear today was produced for inclusion in the LGB range.
The coloring of this model was very similar to that of the previous versions. Then last year, the two matching cars B2 2091 and
2093 were produced as they appear today. But for these two new
cars, the prototypes were closely examined, the colors redefined
and the lettering on the two prototype vehicles was documented
in spring 2013.

The two new observation cars B2 2091 and 2093 as they
look today. LGB has not only reworked the lettering in
the two new models, but has based the color scheme on
that of the originals.

At the end of last year, together with steam locomotive “Rhätia”
and a green type C passenger car, two completely different observation cars were produced. If you place these color-optimized
cars next to one of the models from earlier production, you might
think that LGB had produced a brand new shape. However, that’s
not the case; the shapes are exactly the same. What actually determines this new and authentic appearance is the redefinition
of the colors. But what exactly does that mean? Let’s start with
the frames and the axle-boxes. Both these components on the
new models are produced in graphite gray, whereas they were
earlier painted black (see also note Readers’ questions, page 28).
The handrails around the platform are now in this color too, as
are the steps.
The car body is yellow, as it always was, and the folding seats
are orange, as they are on the prototype. New on the car body is
the decorative black lining on the edge above, and the four blackand-silver corners which correspond precisely to the original. The
grab-irons are now also orange and the door handles on the entrance doors are now silver. It is also particularly worth mentioning that the old original restrictions panel at the lower left-hand
end of the car body, today no longer present on the prototype, is
printed graphite gray to match the frame. As a result, the panel is
now hardly seen. And to finish the job properly, the roof structure
was also looked at more closely. Up to now, the unpainted hoops
were a silver color. That’s how the center protection was modeled
too. On the new model, these components are now the same color
as the prototype – pure white.
With these two new observation cars, LGB makes it clear just
what there is to improve on the “old” LGB models just by color
alone to make them more authentic.

Direct comparison between the new observation car
of 2015 and the first RhB observation car 3025, which
now has a good 25 years on the garden railroad under
its belt. The variations in color between the two
models are clearly seen.

The restriction panel at the bottom left on the car
body is no longer needed today. To make these panels,
no longer on the prototype, less conspicuous on the
LGB model, they have been printed gray to match the
car’s underframe.

PHOTOS: LGB, HENDRIK HAUSCHILD; TEXT: ALEXANDER STROBEL, HENDRIK HAUSCHILD

The new color definition is even closer to the originals.
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IMPORTANT G-GAUGE DATES FROM MAY TO SEPTEMBER 2015

Top running days

Let’s get outside! Large open-air layouts, club festivals and a trip with
the legendary “Franzburg” are all tempting garden railroaders to
enjoy summer.
23.05.

16. & 17.05.

8. & 9.08.

Rollout for LGB
Franzburg

Garden railroad festival
Chemnitz

Garden Railroad Meet, Ith

Since the start of 2015, Franzburg has
extended the LGB garden railroad
range. LGB plans to take advantage
of the release and, together with the
DEV and the garden railroad magazine
“volldampf” is staging a big rollout
on Whitsun weekend. The program
starts at 11:00. At the official rollout

The LGB enthusiasts in the Förderverein Chemnitz e. V. invite you to the
ninth garden railroad festival in the loco
depot. This year the festival slogan is
“Great little railroad”. All G-gauge enthusiasts are once again most warmly
invited to come along and play or just
talk shop in the inner courtyard and the
loco shed.
Parkeisenbahn Chemnitz GmbH
Küchwaldring 24
09113 Chemnitz, Germany
www.parkeisenbahn-chemnitz.de

At the 14th Garden Railroad Meet, it’s all
about model railroads. Around 50 exhibitors will be showing their products and
new releases over two days. The event
takes place in the Stadtpark Eschershausen/Ith, which adjoins the grounds of the
LGB Freunde. The event is open on both
days from 10:00 to 18:00.
LGB Freunde Ith
Stadtpark
37632 Eschershausen/Ith, Germany
www.lgb-treffen.de

13.06.

Running day, LGB
Freunde Rhein/Ruhr

Deutscher Eisenbahn-Verein e. V.
Bahnhof 1
27305 Bruchhausen-Vilsen, Germany
www.museumseisenbahn.de

It’s off to Wuppertal on June 13th, when
the LGB Freunde Rhein/Ruhr invite
everyone to their running day with the
slogan of “US vehicles”. Around 200
meters (650') of track and 50 turnouts
will be laid on this day over an area of
some 100 square meters (1075 ft') to
wait for some American-style running.
Visiting vehicles will be made most welcome. Entrance is free for all.
LGB Freunde Rhein/Ruhr
Königsberger Strasse 1 (entrance Allensteiner Strasse 1 round the corner)
42277 Wuppertal, Germany
www.spur-g-blog.de

29.05.

LGB round table in
Hamburg
Since May 16, 2014, LGB fans from the
Hamburg area have made their regular G-gauge round table an institution.
Once a quarter, on a Friday, the G-gauge
model railroaders from the Hamburg
area meet in the restaurant Halle 13. The
restaurant is operated by the Hamburger
Hochbahn. Next meeting of the round
table takes place on Friday, May 29 from
19:00. Guests and new members are
always most welcome.
Halle 13
Hellbrookstraße 2
22305 Hamburg, Germany
www.lgb-norddeutschland.de

20. & 21.06.

LGB Freunde Rhein/
Sieg: 30th anniversary
It has already been going since 1985:
the Club of the LGB Freunde Rhein/
Sieg. And a 30th anniversary is something really worthy of celebration. Under the slogan “Run what you like”, the
club therefore invites all to Mönchengladbach/Rheydt to celebrate with
them. The program runs both days from
10:00 to 17:00.
Club of the LGB Freunde Rhein/Sieg e. V.
Endepohlstr. 3
41236 Mönchengladbach, Germany
www.lgb-rheinsieg.de

18.09. – 10.09.

Märklin Open Days
and IMA

This weekend, the gates of Paradise for
all railroad enthusiasts open once again
when the 32nd International Model Railway Exhibition meets up with the 10th
Märklin Open Days. The event sites are
the station, the Werfthalle, Dr. HerbertKönig-Platz, the Märklin World of Experience and the Leonhard Weis premises in
Göppingen. On Friday and Saturday, the
event is open for visitors from 9:00 to
18:00 and on Sunday from 9:00 to 17:00.
Werfthalle Göppingen, Staufer Park
Manfred-Wörner-Str. 104
73037 Göppingen, Germany
www.maerklin.de
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at 12:00 there is a unique opportunity
to compare the LGB Franzburg on the
spot with her 121-year-old full scale
prototype. Following this, there will
be cab rides and guided tours of the
station and halls waiting for visitors.
Seat reservations will be required for
the train, and these are available at the
station. Members of the LGB Club and
the Märklin Insider Club receive their
seat reservations free of charge.
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ENJOY THE SUN, THE RUNNING FUN AND GARDEN RAILROADS ALL TOGETHER

In good company

D

oing things together is simply more
enjoyable: more and more LGB enthusiasts meet up in Germany and across
the borders to share the inspiration of their super garden railroad hobby with others – including exciting exchanges of experience. Many
of them even join forces and come to events
in groups. So that other LGB enthusiasts can
join them and to make possible lively exchanges with one another, you will find on this page
contact details for the LGB enthusiasts circles.
Deutschland
09113 Chemnitz, Gartenbahnfreunde bei der Parkeisenbahn
Chemnitz, Dieter Kuhnert, Tel.: +49 (0)3 71/ 3 30 11 00,
E-Mail: kontakt@parkeisenbahn-chemnitz.de, Homepage:
www.parkeisenbahn-chemnitz.de

64347 Griesheim, Interessengemeinschaft
Griesheimer Gartenbahner, Werner Zettl,
E-Mail: info@gartenbahn-griesheim.de,
Homepage: www.gartenbahn-griesheim.de
66953 Pirmasens, Gartenbahner Südwest,
Karsten Speyer, E-Mail: info@gartenbahner-sw.de,
Homepage: www.gartenbahner-sw.de

21035 Hamburg, LGB-Freunde Norddeutschland,
Jörg Reincke, E-Mail: info@lgb-norddeutschland.de,
Homepage: www.lgb-norddeutschland.de

75177 Pforzheim, LGB-Freunde Pforzheim,
Werner Just, Tel.: +49 (0)1 51/17 14 47 15
E-Mail: lgb-freunde-pforzheim@gmx.de,
Homepage: www.lgb-freunde-pforzheim.gmxhome.de

21465 Reinbek, LGB-Freunde Nord, Michael Neben,
Tel.: +49 (0) 4104/9 62 51 73, E-Mail: lgb-freunde-nord@
hotmail.de, Homepage: www.lgb-freunde-nord.de

85662 Hohenbrunn, Eisenbahnfreunde München-Land,
Martin Hollweg, Tel.: +49 (0) 89/6 37 70,
E-Mail: info@eisenbahnfreunde-muenchenland.de,
Homepage: www.eisenbahnfreunde-muenchenland.de

26316 Varel, Stammtisch LGB-Freunde Weser Ems, Jürgen
Böcker, Tel.: +49 (0) 44 51/58 86, E-Mail: boecker.juergenvarel@t-online.de, Homep.: www.lgb-freunde-we.jimdo.com
37445 Walkenried, Gartenmodellbahnschau Cramer,
Karl-Heinz Cramer, Tel.: +49 (0) 55 25/5 07, E-Mail:
karl-heinz@ferienhaus-cramer.de, Homepage:
www.ferienhaus-cramer.de
37632 Eschershausen, IG LGB-Freunde Ith, Michael
Timpert, Tel.: +49 (0) 55 34/99 99 25, E-Mail: info@
lgb-freunde.com, Homepage: www.lgb-freunde.com
38116 Braunschweig, 1. Braunschweiger LGB Treff,
Bernd Reinecke, Tel.: +49 (0)5 31/5 39 00,
E-Mail: info@lgb-treff.de, Homepage: www.lgb-treff.de
38154 Königslutter, Arbeitsgemeinschaft
Eisenbahn Königslutter, Hans Georg Saffert,
Tel.: +49 (0) 53 53/9 10 93 22,
E-Mail: verein@modellbahn-koenigslutter.de,
Homepage: www.modellbahn-koenigslutter.de
38154 Königslutter, Eisenbahnfreunde Königslutter, Dieter
Hauschild, Tel.: +49 (0) 53 53/35 09,
E-Mail: hauschild-koenigslutter@t-online.de
39387 Oschersleben, Eisenbahnfreunde Hadmersleben,
Erhard Horn, Tel.: +49 (0)3 94 08/53 81
oder Heinz Kleinod, Tel.: +49 (0) 55 31/43 08,
E-Mail: info@eisenbahnfreunde-hadmersleben.de
oder heinz.kleinod@gmx.de,
Homepage: www.eisenbahnfreunde-hadmersleben.de
41236 Mönchengladbach-Rheydt, LGB Freunde Rhein/
Sieg, Günter Schippers,
Tel.: +49 (0) 21 66/3 39 25, E-Mail: club@lgb-rheinsieg.de,
Homepage: www.lgb-rheinsieg.de
47228 Duisburg, LGB-Freunde Niederrhein,
Peter Böhmer, Tel.: +49 (0)1 71/3 83 61 37,
Frank Tümmermann, Tel.: +49 (0)1 72/2 08 46 53,
E-Mail: info@lgb-niederrhein.de,
Homepage: www.lgb-niederrhein.de
53881 Euskirchen, Modelleisenbahn-Club Weilerswist 1989,
Johannes Böhmer, E-Mail: mecw1989@email.de,
Homepage: www.mecw.de

90411 Nürnberg, Gartenbahn-Stammtisch Nürnberg,
Harald Hopf, Homepage: www.gartenbahnstammtisch.de
90559 Burgthann, Die Lustige Grimm Bahn,
Rolf Grimm, E-Mail: lugriba@gmx.de,
Homepage: www.dielustigegrimmbahn.de
95030 Hof (Saale), LGB-Freunde Hof, Heinz Montag, Tel.:
+49 (0) 92 81/5 28 75, E-Mail: lgb-freunde-hof@
t-online.de, Homepage: www.lgb-freunde-hof.de
95503 Hummeltal, BBVRRLGB Bumblebee-Valley, Stefan
M. Kühnlein, Tel.: +49 (0)1 70/4 23 11 27,
E-Mail: stefan@bernina-express.de,
Homepage: www.bumblebee-valley.de
92318 Neumarkt, Modelleisenbahnclub Neumarkt/
Oberpfalz, Robert Andrich, Tel.: +49 (0) 91 81/46 61 92
96271 Grub am Forst, Gartenbahnfreunde Grub, Robert
Oehrl, Tel.: +49(0) 95 60/13 13, E-Mail: ro.oehrl@googlemail.
com, Homepage: http://gartenbahnfreunde-grub.de

International
CH-3150 Schwarzenburg, Verein Dampflok 51
Schwarzenburg, Jürg Blaser, E-Mail: lgb@dampflok51.ch,
Homepage: www.dampflok51.ch
DK-5970 Ærøskøbing, „Ærøbanen“, Dieter Schumann, Tel.:
+45 (0) 62 20 25 29, E-Mail: dsae@email.dk, Homepage:
www.aeroebanen.dk
NL-6671 Zetten, GrootSpoorGroep Nederland,
E-Mail: redactie@grootspoorgroep.com,
Homepage: www.grootspoorgroep.nl
USA-Chicago, LGB Model Railroad Club of Chicago,
E-Mail: info@lgbmrrcc.com,
Homepage: www.lgbmrrcc.com
USA-Plantsville, Connecticut, Big Train Operator Club,
E-Mail: david.e.snow@snet.net,
Homepage: www.bigtrainoperator.com
USA-Buffalo, New York, Western NY Garden Railway
Society (WNYGRS), E-Mail: drlgb@roadrunner.com,
Homepage: www.wnygrs.com

Would you like your address published? Write an
email to club@lgb.de
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Wolfrad Bächle
is delighted: The
sister loco to
“Franzburg” and
the model are
united.

We relocated the station
In a show of strength, it was possible to rescue an LGB symbol:
The 12-tonne steam loco 99 5606 – the only surviving sister of the
“Franzburg”. Today, she attracts swarms of visitors.

I

t is possibly the biggest present one can make to Wolfrad
Bächle. One garden railroad fan who had just received
his model of the “Franzburg” wrote him an e-mail saying:
“My compliments to you and your team: This is an altogether successful model of the Lenz type i! One
does indeed notice that you have her sister loco
at home outside your front door”. Wolfrad
Bächle naturally enjoys this sort of feedback
and also that the story of Franzburg and her
sister loco has had such a happy ending.
But there a lot of tricky questions had
to have an answer before 99 5606 finally
came to rest where she now is, in Bächle’s
garden. A happy end that is basically only
due to Märklin Technical Director Bächle’s
persistency.
The loco stood for a long time, as it were as
a symbol of the Lehmann company, on the former
LGB premises in Nuremberg. In the turbulence surrounding the company’s dissolution, first of all a Swiss firm
wanted to preserve the old locomotive, but then withdrew, and

the loco, now ‘fatherless’, faced an uncertain future. Bächle, impressed by the historical value of the locomotive (‘a Mercedes
300 SL of steam locos’), then without further ado declared the
loco’s rescue to be his responsibility.
This involved not merely the task of totally
redesigning his steeply-sloping front garden.
A special transporter would be required, officialdom satisfied and his wife Susanne
would also have to be brought on board.
Despite much understanding for her husband’s sometimes extreme projects, she
does have something to say about the
garden design, as she does about fair and
equal distribution of space in cupboards
and on shelves in the house. Otherwise
there would almost certainly be locomotives
in all imaginable gauges standing everywhere.
Even the balcony railings are decorated with them.
But the one-time extreme mountaineer, who once also
looked at the world from the top of Mont Blanc, finds answers
to the most awkward questions – sometimes by altering the
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perspective. A good friend with a transport company undertook the transfer,
and the garage-roof was originally designed to accommodate heavy loads
anyway. For astonished passers-by who
one morning at 8 o’clock asked the reason for this transport as the Lenz on its
low-loader was carefully piloted through
the narrow Obere Zeiselbergstrasse, he
had this answer ready (in his best Swabian dialect): “There’s a station over
there – didn’t you know?” In reply to the
objection that the station in Schwäbisch
Gmünd was somewhere else altogether, his reply was: “Well, we’ve shut that
one down and reopened it here”. And
the night when the haul was made from

Nuremberg to Schwäbisch Gmünd, truck
drivers were also confused on a number
of occasions. And on the traction units –
just like in real loco operations – a drop
of oil from time to time …but not on the
decoder. “One of them even called up his
buddies on the CB radio to say he had
just been overtaken on the autobahn by
a locomotive”, as Bächle later discovered.
Meanwhile, loco 99 5606 has made her
new home of Schwäbisch Gmünd into
a place of pilgrimage. Well preserved
thanks to a well-designed glass roof, the
iron lady of 1893 is a resplendent industrial monument on the dizzy heights of
the Zeiselberg.
The road from extreme mountaineer
to passionate model railroader doesn’t
seem all that long. The Märklin factory
in the Hungarian Györ, where LGB models are produced today, was considerably
extended under Bächle’s leadership. Wolfrad Bächle is passionate about his occupation and about everything to do with
model railroads. There could scarcely be
a better advocate for high quality authentic models. And something else: A Köf
switcher is directly opposite 99 5606 in
Bächle’s garden, so maybe there is something in that bit about the station ...which
starts at the station.

To give time a rough ride with the
Lenz, Bächle provided his steam loco
with a hail-proof glass protective
roof. The two worst enemies – snow
and standing water – don’t stand a
chance now.
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The only steam locomotive which
has ever overtaken trucks on the
autobahn and then made a successful landing approach to a garden is 99 5606. A good friend of
Bächle’s and a transport specialist
helped the operation substantially.
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PREVIEW

Top Model

The “Allegra” in the colors of the Chur-Arosa line is one
of the top models for 2015. In the next issue of the LGB
Depesche you will find all you need to know about this
RhB rail car train and learn more about the extensive
equipment of this magnificent model.

Tips and know-how
In summer we head for the hills. Karsten Speyer from the
Gartenbahner Südwest e.V. builds a cog-wheel railroad and
shows how to lay a perfect rack rail.

Top layout

Heinz Knodel’s layout in Sachsenheim-Hohenhaslach inspires every generation of those that love to
play. His particular specialty: hand-built brickwork viaducts of all sizes. A real delight to behold for
garden railroaders looking for especially realistic structures.

The next LGB Depesche
appears on 6 August 2015
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Note:
For news reasons
individual subjects may be held
over to a later
issue.

Experience the fascination of LGB.
Join the Club!
Enjoy these great member benefits
Four issues of the LGB Depesche each year

Discounted shipping in the online shop

The LGB Depesche is published quarterly and shares all the
latest about the entire world of LGB on 64 exciting pages.
Unique stories and impressive photos inspire enthusiasts to
enjoy their model railways.

Our online shop will grant you special conditions when shipping products within Germany.

Exclusive Club model
Your LGB Club membership authorizes you to purchase an
exclusive Club model. We will also send a personalized certificate of authenticity after delivery. Collect the different
models we release each year!

Annual highlights twice a year
Experience all of the highlights of the LGB model train year
at home with our DVDs.

Club trips*
You can talk shop with other LGB enthusiasts on our Club
trips through fantastic landscapes and to extraordinary
destinations. You’ll even get a discount when you book your
travel.

Exclusive Club gift
All Club members receive an exclusive Club gift each year.
Furthermore many trade fair hosts grant our Club members
special conditions and a discount on the entrance fee.

Catalogue/new products brochures
Club members will receive the annual main catalogue from
specialized retailers free of charge. We will send our new
products brochures directly to you.

LGB Club card
We design a new Club card each year. This is your personal
ticket for special access to the world of the model train hobby.
As a member, you are more than just our premium customer –
you will also enjoy benefits at almost 100 cooperation partners.

Ein Jahr mit

Bonusfilm
FührerstandsTV
Glacier-Express
Teil 1

club.lgb.de
club@lgb.de
+49 (0) 71 61/6 08-2 13
Join today. See you
soon in the LGB Club!

© Mai 2014 VGBahn GmbH. Laufzeit 55 + 180 Minuten. Bei einem technischen Fehler
tauschen wir die DVD selbstverständlich um. Rücksendung bitte frei an
1. Klasse-Video, Klosterring 9, 87660 Irsee. Porto wird ersetzt. Danke!

* based on availability.
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Depesche 1/2015

New models and special offers

Garden Season 2015

General store

Relief house »Boutique«

Opel Blitz with tarpaulin

»Guarda« Station
• narrow-gauge station
• gabled roof
• loading ramps

The 2015 New Product brochure is now available
from the retailers’ shops or directly from FALLER.
Ask your spezialized dealer.
Gebr. FALLER GmbH
Kreuzstraße 9 · 78148 Gütenbach

www.faller.de · info@faller.de

